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I. Introduction and Sun~ary of Preliminary Findings 

Those actively involved in observing police work have long knmYD. that 

police officers exercise broad discretion in a wide variety of important 

matt~rs. But it has been only in about the past 15 years that a number of 

studies hnve brought the existence of police discretion into the open. 

Those studies focused on police enforcement of the criminal law, especially 

on the decision to 'i'ake -- or not to make -- an arres t. l 

Prior to that time, most people believed that police officers exercised 

no discrl~tion. Their job, as they and others saw it, was to do what the law 

dictated. If they observed an offense, they made an arrest. If the law gave 

no guidance on a situation they confronted, they should not get involved in that 

situation. The concept tlk'l t police officers make individual choices was 

intimidatin?" implying as it did that the quality of police performance was so 

heavily dependent on the skills, understandings, intuitions, and even the caprice 

of individual officers. 

Because the existence of discretion was denied, it was not regulated. 

And a~"\ one impor tant study observed: 

In the absence of adequa te guidance from his supervisors, the tendency 
of an individual police officer is to attempt to meet the varied demands 
nade upon him through a very personal form of improvisation ••• The 
individual officer succeeds, to an amazing degree, in muddling his way 
through: disputes are resolved; dangerous persons are disarmed; people 
not in control of tlleir capacities are protected; and many individuals 
are spared ~.,hat, under some circumstances, would appear to be the undue 
harslmess of the criminal process. 2 

IH. LaFave, Arrest: The Decision to Take a Suspect into Custody (1965); 
Goldstein, II., Police Discretion: The Ideal Versus the Real, 23 Pub. Admis. 
Rev. 11.0 (1963); Goldstein, Police Discretion Not to Involve the Criminal 
Process, 69 Yale L.J. 543 (1960). 

2Amer ican Bar Association, Standards Relating to the Urban Police 
Function 123 (1973). 



While perhaps more difficult, policy guidance in a pOlice department is at 

least as important as policy in other agencies. For in a police department, 

far more than in other administrative agencies, the lowest level person in 

the organization, the patrol officer, exercises the broadest discretion and 

makes the most complex choices. As Kenneth Culp Davis writes: "No other 

federal, state, or local agency, so far as I know, delegates so much power 

to subordinates. No other agency) so far as I know, does so little super-

vising of vital policy determination which directly involVe! justice or injus

t:l~ce to indi vid uals • "I 

As this situat:ion came to be acknowledged, so did the importance of 

regulating or "structuring" discretion" The Presidene s Commission on Law 

Enforcement and the Administration of Justice observed: 

Many police departments have published "general order" or "duty" or 
"rules. regula tions, and procedures" manuals running to several 
hundred pages. They deal extensively and quite properly, with the 
personal contact of officers on and off duty, ~.,ith uniform and 
firearms regulations, with the use of departmental property, with 
court appearances by officers, with the correct techniques of 
approaching a building in which a burglary ~~y be in progress ••• 
tvha t such manuals almost never discuss are the hard choices 
policemen must make every day: whether or not to break up a 
sidewalk gathering, whether or not to intervene in a domestic 
dispute, whether or not to silence a street-corner speaker, 
whether or not to stop and frisk, whether or not to arrest ••• 2 

2 

Although a number of proposals have been made to deal ~th police discretion, 

the most common ones have involved administrative policymaking. 3 

lK.C. Davis, Discretionary Justice 88 (1969). 

2president's Commission on Lm., Enforcement nnd the Administration of 
Justice, Challenge of Crime in a free Society 103 (1967). 

3See, ~, President's Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration 
of Justice, Task Force Report: The Police 25-35 ( ); American Bnr Asso-
ciation Standards for Criminal Justice Relating to the Urban Police Function 
121-133 (1973); National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards 
and Goals, Police 53-55 (1973). 



At the same time that policymaking was being urged on police departments, 

Il1:·Ul.Y courts were acknowledging that they often did not have sufficient exper-

tise to provide useful guidance to or restrictions upon police officers in 

the performance of their duties. Again and again, the United States Supreme 

Court~l and the federal and state court:.> invited police departments to draft 

statements of procedures that could be applied by courts assessing the t'easonable

IH~A~' of the actions of individual officers in individual cases. 2 

The problem '''ith much of the theoretical discussion about policymakiug 

has heen that it is too general to be very useful to criminal justice adminis-, 

trators. Anyone attempting to apply policymaking 'tolithin a police agency 

(or any other criminal justice agency) soon learns how complicated and multi-

faceted it can. he. First of all, it is not at all clear what "policymaking" 

means Or should meau. To some~ a "policy" is the equivalent of a "rule" or 

"regula don" tha t therefore must be adhered to. To 0 thers, a policy is more 

like a guideline ~"hich indicates ,,,hat options may be available to deal with 

certain types of situations. To still others, a policy representB a depart-

mental judgment ahout the handling of a matter, thus eliminating any discretion 

about it at lower levels. 

Second, aside frOM definitional problems, it is also unclear in what areas 

"policies" are really needed to structure or eliminate discretion or even 

,,,hose discretion iB ll(~ing struc tured or eliminated. Some commentators have 

dincussed areas in whi,.l policymaking may be needed. These include policies 

all.: 1) ,,,hen and hmo/' to use various types of investigative strategies (c.g.~, 

lUnited States v. \.Jade, 38B U.S. 218 (1967); Hiranda v. Arizona, 38tf U.S. 
436 (196(j). 

'ji!-l';.!., People v. Dt!Bour, No. 212, p. IN. 2 (N.Y. Ct. App., 1976), and 
United States ex rel Guy v. HcCauley, 385 F. Supp. 193 (I~.D. His. 1973). 

3 



stop and frisk, eyewitness identifications, Bt~arch warr;mt:::l); 2) ho\., to handle 

certain types 0 r sensitive social problems (~~, crmvd control, demonstra--

tions, domesti.: disputes, landlord-tenant dinpute~~); 3) whether and hm-1 to 

enforce the law or to use the arrest pCHver selectively (~!l.\.!.' narrm.,ring din-

cretion on enforcement of c.ertain types of c.r1.mes such .w vice crimes); I.) t.,rlu.m. 

and where to divert umtters away from the cr1.rniual justice system; 5) ,.,hat 

to charge after decisions to arrest are made; mul 6) at the t;ltmagement levGl, 

how to select enforcement ~bjectiveB and prioritieB and hm-I to allocate 

resources. l 

Third, the authority of the police to promulgate poli.cies in BOlTle areas 

is uncertain, as is the "status ll of Buch polid.es once they arE.~ promulr,atf.!d. 

There has been Rome debate) for example, over ,,,hether police agenci.es can 

narrow the scope of criminal statutes 'ldmi.nistratively on their ovn or whether 

sllch action must be prt~ceded hy legislative delegation to p()lic(~ agencies of 

sllch authority.2 questions have also heen raiBed about the authority of CO'lrtB 

either to require policymakirg or to "enforc~" policies OIlCt~ poli.ce departm~nt8 

have promul~a ted them. '3 

I~ourth, a myriad of complex questions surrounds the issue of how policies 

should be developed. In the opinion of some, policies in certain areas cnn 

be developed simply by having police depa.rtments adopt model rule::; such as 

those formulated by Arizona State Fniversity.'~ Oth8rs contend that: polici.efl 

lFor some discussion of these different types nIlti levHls of policymakin~, 
see U. Goldstein, Policing a]ree Society 93-130 (1977); AHA, .St:.!.l:.d.'l.~<!s_foE. 
Criminal Justice Relating to the Urban Po l~.se Juncti!:?!l llo-1MI (1973); IJA-ABA, 
Standclrds for Juvenile Justice Relating to Poli.ce HandHng of JuVtmi.le Prohlems 
31-51 (Tentative Draft 1977).· . ~'------"'--.~---~--'--.'--------

2S~ K.C. Davis, Police Discretion (1975). 

3See Urban Police Function 133-139. 

4Arizona State University and Police Foundation, Nodel Rules for Law 
Enforcement (1974). 

4 



must be dlweloped at the local hwel tvith input from one. or more of the following: 

the t;).t."lyor or other locally elected offid.ll::;; officers at all Itwels of the 

department; representatIve cross-section of citizens. l 

FIually, once p()licii'~s urE~ formulated, it is uncertain what should be 

d"n~ to Htimulate compliance \vith promulgated policies and to learn tvhethe.r 

policyrrulld.ng really can "structure discretion, II Until recently, there has 

heen l~onsiderable faith in the lloti.on that certain sanctions such as the exclu-

sionary rule and tort liability effectively deter police deviations from the 

norm. The recognition that thi:, is not the case has played a nt<ljor role iLL 

stimulating police policymaldng. 2 Htthotlt some clear :i.ncentiveg~ hmvcver, it 

iB doubtful that: policymaking will stimulate compllani.!o with norms any more 

than judicial rules or tort liability. Theoretically, it app~ars posstbh~ to 

stimulate compltance either by positive incentives or nt.~gativa Ranctions. Both 

have hloen widely dh~cussed,3 hut with littlE! testing. Commentators currently 

'ire left to accepting the importance of policymaking larg~ly on faith. 'l1lt1S, 

waYB must hu developed to determine just what value policymaking ~vl11 have in 

s tr:ucturtng discretion and in providing valuable guidance to police officers. 

It is p(HHiihle such analysis will reveal that policymaking n1ay have great value 

in Bomfl are':lS and far more li.mited value in others. 

There has been limited research or development on any of these questions 

to lht~~. Aside from some of the work described earlier, only a few projects 

covering some of the concerns addressed above .have been reported. In 1972, 

on a grant from the Police Foundation, the Arizona State University Law School 

l.~,e.l~., ~r::)J.~., Urban Police Function at 78-87; 139-144; ... 73-174. 

2Ji.p~., £~,.~_, Amsterdam, The Supreme Court and tlw Rights of SUf;pects in 
Criminal Cus~>s, /.5 N.Y.U.L. Rev. 785 (1970). 

3.~~(:., .f~_dl!..' Urhan Police Function lIt7-1/!9; 163-107. 

5 
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dev~lopeJ model rules for eYL~witne$)s idpntirlcutI.on, Heardl \"arraut L!Xet~U-

tion, stop and frisk, and a Humber of other crind.ual enforccmtmt activiti~B 

of police. l Efforts were made to disseminate thom~ rulNI and to pL~rfluadc~ 

polic~~ d~~pHrttnlmts of their relevance. Vtttle effort: \".UI m':Hle, hm.,(~vor, to 

provide guidance em hmv to adapt th~m to tIw needr; of intlLvidual. a(~~nc1.es, 

how to develop a policymaking process which could h\.~ tined hy police depart-

ments to develop their own policies suiting their own local needs, or hoW' to 

find r:eans of evaluating the effL~ctlveness of the rules in <lBsisting ihcliviliual 

officers. SOllie attempts have also been rude to iuvolve cItizens in police 

policY1Th:1.king, appm::f?':l.tly wl.th limited succ.ess. 2 A fUv7 tiepartn1p.t'lt.H, such arl 

Los Angeles, have also attempted to fon!1Ulate rul(?s on 8t!lactive tmforcement 

in areas such as gambling. In g,,mer(1) hOvltwer, it: is fair to say that \"e 

are in il Vf.~ry elementary stage of transfl~rrinr; acaul::!mic notiolls of poli.ct~ 

pol "cymaking into CJperationa1 settings. 

EVf:>n though there has apparen.t1y been sllch limited BUc.cess in il:lpl~menting 

the concept CJf police policYffiA.king nationally, the push for it continue 

1.1llabated. 3 And the push for adminiBtrativ(! policym:lking hilS not been fo<:m'led 

exc1us ively on the Fo1ice, by any I:1e .. 'ms. tVithin the pas t felt! years, all 

criminal justice agencies have been urged to promulgate adminbtrative p01icit~B 

to structure the discretion of their personnel. 4 

lArizona State University and Police FOtmdation, !J.,:?de.~._ Ru~!!...L~.E.. ... I~~ 
~nforcement (1974). 

20ne of these effort3 't·ms attempted in Dayton, Ohio. A recent t.!wl1uation 
of this projec ... by Richard Denzig for th~ Police Foundatlou) sugs~e~ted the 
project 't"as not at all successful. 

3§c~, ~~k, I.TA-ABA, § tan~.<l.~d~X9E.)·.~~Y.~_~.L~~_~!.!~tJ..s:.t; .. ~la tin}1~.2..R9J .. :!:s:.~ 
Handling of Juvenile Problems (Tentativt.' Draft 1977). 

4 See., .£.!Jl!.., Vorenberg, Narrowing' trl<:! Discretion of Criminal JUHtice Officials, 
1976 Duke L.J. 651. 



[t is \'llth thl~; hackgultu\d tlwt the BOi;ton Vniv('rslty Cpntcr for Criminal 

.Jwiti.ce hegan lOl)ldn{~ at policymaklng in conjuIlction ~.,ith th~ Boston Police 

Ill~partliltm t. Bi.l~led upon prelimiuary analynis, interest er.mrged on thrt.~e of 

thu a.r>~iW ju;;t dt>!~(',ribed. 'l1w~w ~.;erl>: 1) in t"hat area~~ policies are needed 

:md 'n uhat: (~dn hl' dont! to stir.\Ulat.:~l cn!llp1iatlc .. ~ t"ith promtll~ated policies 

:mtl tel li:',u"n whether policymaking car. actually ,;i:ructUrl~ diBcretion. 

~h!etinn ().:} (If th(! AB.\. ~;tandard!l 

PoJ.t(',elll~n, all individualB ~md a;; a group, h.:l.V!~ a ,>roppr 
interest tn :md can makL~ nlgnifil.':iUlt contrihuti.){w to 
the formulatIon and con tinulng revi.etv 0 f local 1m.; cn
[ll1'Ct~ml:'nt poliC'.it:s ~,,1.thin individual communi.ties. 
Het:hodl~ Bhould he d(weloped hy police adminis trators, 
thL~r(~f()r~, to cnsut·~ effl~ctive participation In tht~ 
policymaldug proceSH by all ranks including the patrol··· 
man ,,,lio, bl!c<1use of his daily contact with operational 
prohletnH and needs, has unique expert:isp to provide 
(Ill latv ~mrorcemellt policy issues. 

'¥--"=-----.,- "~, ~,-. ..,., ""'-"" 

A~; a kt.'y W;pt>(·t of tIli" poli.cYlaakitq project, an e Efort Has to hfJ made to 

dett'rr.lilW hnth tht.~ fl~asihi.U ty and HO!.th of such involvement. 

F1na11.y, the 11ppartlmmt and tlw Cen.ter \.;ren~ intf!r~sted in examining 

q lit':; tioIlH nd.a t Lng to tmc()ur,l;';ing ~ '~pliance ,vi th pol! cies and cV31uating 

7 



illdllt!t~lil(mtH nhould be uBilHl to stinll'.atn complianel! \V'it.h nOrI'm. fi(~eti .. lHl 5.2 

(If tlw S tanuardH provitl~s, iu part, ,IB follows: 

••• Con tl.'ol ovur poLice pra(!ticc should, insofar an PlW:; i h 1t.·, 
be por:litive, creating inducements to perform properly rathnr 
than concentl.'.:1tin~~ solely upon penalldng improper polLet' 
coud uc t. Among the ways this Cilll he accomplished an~: 

(1) Education and tr.lining oriented to the development: of 
professional pride in conforming to the rC(Iuiremen ts of 
law and maximi.zing thz values of a dt!mocrati,c nociety; 

(ii) Inducements to polIce officers in terms of status, 
compensation, and promotion, on the baslH of criteri.a that 
are relat(~d as directly ('ts possible to the police fUnction 
and police goals; ••• 

(iv) Systematic efforts by prosecutors and judges to eneoura;,~ ... ~ 
conforming police behavior through: (a) 1:10re careful nwie~'" 
of applications for \V'arrants and (b) formulation of new 
procedures to simplify and otherwise provide (~asy acce:3S for 
judicial review of applications fell. \mrrants, thereby 
f.mcGuraging maximum 1.1,.;e of the form..1.1 tvarrant prOCt~s:~. 

Boch the Department and tlH~ Center ",ere interested in tietermtni.ng \,]hl~tl11or. 

Pll;;i.ttVl~ i,nct.mtives, Guch as training, can eff~ctively he Ut~l'!d to l;dmuJat~ 

compli.anc~· \vith police policies. Finally, at: a more fUlllbmental levl~l, tlH~ 

tant a COIH~U!)t as conunt.!ntators and Pre:;idential COlilln.iHsion:-l s€>.em to iudicatt!. 

Police discretion can best be structured and controlled 
thl':ough the pro~.!ss of administrative rule-making by poli CC' 

agencies. Police administ:'iltors should, therefore, give 
the h1gh~8t priority to the formulation of admi.nistratiVl~ 
rules governing th~ exercise of discretion, participation 
in areas of selective enforcement, investigative techniques 
and enE orcemen t me thod:~ • 

~{o effort ha~, yet been made, howev£~r, to determine ,,,hether, once proll1t11g..Lt~d, 

police policieb can "Gtructure discretion" or \,hetlwr then~ are eVen H<1yf3 

to determine the impact of policymakinr,. 

'tHth this (>xprt!s:"ion of!ntl~r(>st, I~oston Policp n~~partment an,l tIl(> 

Centl\r were then flUlded by the !~atioa;il InHt!.tutl~ to !.'~~'lpond to the following 

q neg tiun:.; during the ini tiaJ rl!nearch pt!r ind: 

8 



1) Do the Model Rules of Law Enforcement prepared by Arizona State 
University adequately define and respond to criminal investigative 
problems and policymaldng needs of the Boston Police Department? 

2) Can a process be devised which effectively involve.:; police personnel 
of all ranks in policymaking? 

3) Can positive incentives such as training be used effectively to stimu
la te compliance ~vi th police policies? 

4) Are there ways to measure whether promulgated police policies dctually 
If~tructure discretiorl," or change behavior, or bring about greater con
formity among police officers? 

As the final report for the initial phase of the prC'ject 'vhich follows inui-

cates, our preliminary conclusions :indicate that each of these research ques-

tious can be answered in the affirmative. 

9 
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FDDINGS 

After tIt.; bitial phase of this project, \.,e have found that: 

(1) TIle model police :1dministrative policie,~ on crit:1inal hvp.sti:~atlon 

prepared by Ar:i.zona. State Univl~rsity are generally rl!;,pom;ive to the COll-

cerns and needs of the Boston Police Department. ~hlT .. erow:; IX1lliflcations to 

the model policies were necessary, hm.,ever, to l~leet tIll' '.mtque requirl~-

ments of Hassachusetts law and the developments. in coustitutional law sill~e 

the model policies vera forr.lUlated. (Section III) 

(2) The. Bos ton Police DCilartmen t' s OHn prioritic,; for policies in cdlltinal 

investigatiot. \J2""'~. in som~ illsta.nces, different than the priorities selected 

by Arizona St<ltf! University. Further, practices and procedurl1s '''hicll depart-

mental per';onuel Livored were sometimes more restricti.ve than either casel:.lw 

or tht~ Node.l Rules require. Hodel policies should not he aclopt.l~d hy <l police 

agency, therefore, without careful tlIlalysis of: local prohlems <lnd neeus. (Section III) 

(3) In order to leanl about local pi.oblems and ne~d~-{ for policymaking pur-

poses, a variety of research techniques must be utilized. Aside from legal 

research, these must include data derived from sources such as court and 
, 

police records research, interviews with personnel within and outside the police 

department, and field observations. Durin~~ the initial phase of this project, 

it "TaS ascertained that hard data \.;ere not readily available to provide 

useful assistance in most of the areas \-lhere policymaking was needed. 'ntis 

was trite, for exataple, in the area.:> of se:.lrches incident to arrest and car 

se.:lrche.s. The one exception t.,:.lS th<! ;1rea of search warrantB t·,lwrc relevant 

m('.t.:!rial wa.s available in court records. Given the l:irlitatiotls in hard data 

currently available for factfinding purposes, emphasis h'ld to be given to 

other information sources stlch as intervievH and field observations. 

(Section II) 



(II) For ~·iuideliIlf.'''; OIl crlndnnl inve[-ltigation to relat~~ directly anti accu

rately tu thl! particularized problems and neel' :;; of a given police ar,ency 

nnd to bl~ acceptable to personnel within that a,3tmcy, they should be 

dHvelop<1d HI tIl th€.~ active involvement of a broad cross-section of dcpart

Iilt..>.1l t per.flOIm~l. If they arC!) r,ul delinf.!s \,,111 then reflect the practicn 1 

11 

c:oneel:IW and t'xperti.:·H~ of thE.~ officers i.;ho ~vill f.!ventually utilize them. (Section II) 

(5) It is po . ..;sible to involve personnel of all ranks in identifying both 

the sub8tantive areas in I1reatest need of policy development and in formulating 

the policies themselves. In addition, it is possible to involve an academic research 

center in such a task. Active participation of department personnel can be 

Clccomplisheci, among other ways, throur;h the use of departmental task forces, 

responses to simulated situations in <1 training setting, field observations 

and formal and inforn~l interviews. (Section II) 

(fi) In some dl~partments like BostOIl, \vhich have strong pntrol officer ullions, 

it may not he possible formally to involve patrol officers in policymaking. 

It appears, hCHvever, that the vje~l1s and concerns of patrol officers can be 

obtained informally in settings snell as inservice training sessions without 

jeopardi~ing lmiol~management relations. (Section II) 

(7) Based upon the experimental evaluation methodolor,y tested durine the 

initial stage of thin project, it appears that effective evaluation strategies 

can ht~ develoi)ed to measure the impact of some 3uidelines in structuring dis

cretion. n<1ta sources \>7hich may be tItled for evaluations include: 1) COlirt 

and police records; 2) ques ti.o!lIlO.ire responses to simulated street situations; 

3) field OlHL'rV~ltlo11S; and If) intl~rviel"s of police offic(~rs and others such 

iW prospcutorH and judges. During the initial stage, ar, noted ahove, qunnti-

tiltLvt.! data in lllany areil~) ",ere st:anty at best and, therefore, of limited value 



in any formal evaluation effort. The data collection and evaluation tech

niques tested during the initial project period appear to offer considerable 

promise, and experimentation in these areas should be pursued. Future 

proj ec ts should also place increased emphasis on improving tlw nvailabili ty 

and reliability of statistical data for policy formulation and evaluation 

purposes and on utilizing carefully designed field and observation evaluation 

methods as well. (Section IV) 

(8) Project work to date indicates that evaluation experiments utilizing 

control and experimental groups are difficult to administer lvithin police 

departments. Given the importance of measuring the impact of policies in 

structuring discretion, efforts to identify and test less rigid and less 

expansive evaluation methodologies should be undertaken. (Section IV) 

12 



li.~)'.H~:~~5~.T};~~1~1}.J].:i!';~\SEn _trpO~~_~iO:~:( CmrrLETI:D 11llTS FAn 

Ba:;;~d upon work done to date, ce!:tnill aSBumptions are. emerging tvhich should 

lw te~,tl!tl in the future. The first is that it is preferable to provide 

affirr:;ativl! as oppost'd to negative guidance. TIlis means officers shoultl 

he told, to the ext(~nt possible, ",hat they call do insteatl of w'hat they 

nhould not do. Negative gu:ill.:mce is the kind normnlly provided in most judi

etal npinions ilnd dep.:lrtmental rules. In addition, primary emphasis for 

stLlllulatin?; compliance \.,rith r,uicblines should be focused on positive incen

tiVl!', ilwtead of negative sanctions. Particular attention should be given 

to: 1) cnsurlng a cOIamitment to guidelirws by superior officers and super

vlHory pen;onnel; 2) formulating creative training prOErams; 3) involvinr, 

supervisory personnel in such programs; 4) using the guidelines in promotional 

examinations and as criteria for measuring performance; and 5) informing 

.:i udges and prosecutors ahout the r,uidelines and encouraging use of them in 

defining Ule reasonableness of police action in individual cases. 

13 
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FUTURE PLANS 

This Report represents our progress in the initial IS-month period of 

the project. The work has been largely exploratory in nature and was under-

taken primarily to assess the potential for a collaborative policymaking 

endeavor between an urban police department and a university research center. 

l~e are encouraged by our preliminary findings and ,'lere pleased that the 

National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice has re-funded the 

project for an additional 2l-month period. This initial report should be 

read ,'lith an understanding that folloi'lup work is now underway. The objectives 

of the new project are: 

(1) To develop guidelines in sensitive areas affecting both the 
detective and patrol function, including selective enforce
ment of the criminal law; 

(2) To evaluate the impact of guidelines in structuring police 
discretion; 

(3) To assess and document the project's guideline development 
process and to institutionalize policymaking ~.,ithin the 
Boston Police Department; and 

(4) To develop national recommendations following an examination 
of the applicability of this policymaking process to other 
police agencies. 

To date, guideline development has occurred primarily in selected areas 

of criminal investigative procedure addressed by the Arizona State University 

Rules and the Hodel Pre-Arraignment Code. Some of these areas, search 

warrants, for example, have concerned the detective function almost exclu-

sively and therefore the policymaking process undertaken by the project has 

been focused within a Task Force and four selected detective tUlits. 

Sufficient groundwork has no~'l been laid to expand policymaking to sensi-

14 

tive areas not covered by the model codes. Specifically, work ,.,ill be undertaken 

on the development and implementation of police policies related to selective 
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enforcement of the criminal law. Preliminary work \vas started in the develop-

mtmt of guidelines on selective use of the arrest poper. Patrol officers 

were brought into the Trainin[; Academy to discuss selective enforcement of 

various types of offemles. A very preliminary guideline 'tvas developed which can 

he fOlUHl in the appendices rna terials on arrest. I t became clear from this ex

perience that selective enforcement had to be dealt 'tvith -In the context of 

specific offenses or cate~»ries of offenses, such as drug enforcement. An 

excellent opportunity in the area of drug enforcement now exists within the 

Boston Police Department. The Drug Control Hnit has requested assistance in 

establishing such priorities and in testing their impact. Preparatory work for 

tlri~ (.~[f{)rt has het~un, and ,-lork 't(l'i.1.1 be ex;,>anded dur::t.ng the next phase. 

A second task of overriding importance to the ultimate succegs of 

the project is the development and utilization of effective s tra tegies to 

evaluate the impact of g~idelines in structuring police discretion in selected 

areas of criminal investigative procedure and selective enforcement. Several 

strater,ies 'tV~re designed during the initial grant period for this purpose. 

Comprehensive evaluations will now be undertaken to determine the actual 

effect of selected policies including stop and frisk, search warrants, and 

priorities for drug law enforcement. 

Dut'i::1g the ini tial grant period. proj ec t s caff ~ working in conj un<:!tion 

with Bostc)n Police Department personnel, developed a policymaking process 

involving a broad segment of the police force in the formulation of guide

lines that affect their daily activities. A third major task to be undertaken 

during the continuation grant period includes an assessment and documentation 

of this process. This work 'viII serve as a basis for the development and 

implementation of a plan providing for the Center's 'tolithdrm.J'al and institu

tionalization of the policymaking and evaluation process within the Department 



before completion of the final project phase. As part of this process, 

efforts will be made to implement and test some of the positive incentives 

referred to on page 13. It will also serve. as the basis for the development 

of a manual which will provide guidance to other departments interested 

in establishing a policymaking process. 

The last major task that remains to be accomplished is the development 

of national recommendations on police policymaking following an examination 

of the applicability of the process developed in Boston to other law enforce

ment agencies. Project staff and Task Force members will make field visits 

to selected police departments interested in undertaking policymaking efforts 

of their own. Personnel in these departments will be asked to interpret the 

project's experience in light of their own particular situation. Policymaking 

process recommendations will then be developed and available to assist other 

police agencies nationally that wish to engage in guideline development. 

16 



II. Idc>ntifying Crirllina1 Investigative Policy Needs 
of A Police Agency: The Process 

It is possible to forc(~ people to do things by the imposition 
of authority. But it never works very long. In the firs t 
place, there arc so many ,,,ays in ~"hich people de termined to 
r(~sist can do so that the resistors of change nearly ahmys 
win. In the second place, it requires the imposition of so 
much authority that you in~vitably have unanticip:tted conse
quences elsewhen' in the organization. 

So getting participation really is worth the extra time and 
effort. Because it means the people inside the organization 
become committed to the change, and will become responsible 
for implamenting it. And they will see that the organiza tion 
doesn't: ultimately reject the change after the consultants 
have gone, and the chief's attention has been diverted. 1 

-- Robert J. diGrazia 

A. Introduction 

During his first t,,,o years in the Ilo:'3t:on Poliee Department, Commissioner 

Robert: di Grazia applied the parti.cipative model to a number of Depart(ilent 

problctlS rangi.ng from reform of the field reporting system to revisi,on of the 

police manual to design specificntions for automobiles to development of drug 

Cllfot'cement projects. In doing so, the COlmnissioner was following the legacy 

of others who have tried to change police departments -wand, for that matter, 

many other sorts of organizations. 

The participatory model is based on a simple premise: People do not like 

having things done to them. If their lives or their organization or their 

worldng cnvironmen t is going to change, that change ~·Till threa ten and annoy 

them -- unless they have participa ted in making the change. For at least fifteen 

y(!ars, that simple notion has been applied 'n Tlk1.king changes in a l"ide variety 

17 

lcollabora tion bet'Ween Lm" Enforcclilent Executives and Social Scientis ts: Principles 
Hhich Govt:\rn Effectiv~ Collaboration. Report of Proceedinp,s of a Conf~rence for Law 
Enforcement Executives nnd Social Science Practitioners. Berkeley, California: 
April, 1975, p. 112. 
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That '''<1S the orgilni:t.ational context into ~.)'hiC'.h this effort h:ld to 

be fit Leu. The project was hep,un '.dth the undm:lylng pl!li.(~f that it kId to 

be sl:!nsitive to tiwse r(?alities. It was not, thC'refore, posnihh~ to ulwplop 

a theore tical proc~ss model.. It was U('cessary in,.;Lt~ad to .liHten, to b~ 

cautious and s~nsitive, and to he flexible enough to L1.ke :ldVantagl~ of 

invitations by Department p~r50nnel to ClBsist thl:.'nt. 

B. Preliminary Steps 

1. Early Heetings with Key Personnel 

At the beginning of the projec t, the Cormnissioner appointed the 

Superintendent of Field Services to serve as the Di:.~parlment' s liaison with the 

project, and to provide staff from his bureau to assist the project. The proposal 

called for creation of a task force representing vice, narcotics, orr.::mizedl crime, 

the legal advisor, the training academy, and t~YO police diRtrict detpctive units. 

The nature of the liaison and s~'lff assistance to be provided by the Bureau of 

Field Services and the rule of the task force, how'ever, wpre ll'\ft over for later 

development. 

Harking first with a staff assistant to the Commissioner, Center stafE held 

a series of meetings with Department personne1. 1 Hhile the speciHc suojeets 

of these meetings varied, all of them had the same two objectives: Development 

of a process which would structure and d~fine the collahoration hl~tt.,een thl~ 

Department and the Center, and familiarization of Center staEf with the HO;3ton 

Police Depar tmen t. 

lMeetings 'tvere held with Gary Hayes, Administrative Assistant to the Commissioner; 
Lt. Joseph Sheridan, Administrative Assistant to the Superintendent; Joseph Jordan, 
Superintendent of the Bureau of Field Services; Nicholas Foundas, Departmental Legal 
Advisor; Joseph Lambert, Ac ting Director of Plnnning and Research; Pa trolrr'.nn Paul 
Johnston, then from Planning and Research; Mark Furstenberg, then Director of the 
Personnel Division; Lt. Edward Connolly, then head of the narcotics squad; former 
Deputy John Doyle, then head of Intelligenc~; Det. Sp,1:. Frank Colemnn of District If; 
Detective Jack Farrell, also of District 4; Dnt. Sgt. Frank Mulvey, and Pat.rolman 
Steve DeLoach of District 2; \Hlliam Hnhoni!Y, aRsistant clerk of Roxhury District 
Court; Robert t-iasserrnan, Direc tor of Boston Police Deparlment Training Academy; and 
Captain W:i1liam lIogan, Cornm,mding Officer of the Training Academy. 
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Each meeting began with a general explan(ltion of the projcct; it!-~ objective 

WilS des<.~r.il>ed ilS helping the DepartI'1ent lIse its administrative rulcmaking authority 

to eutabl ish criminal inves tiga tive procedures. Genter star [ repea tedly emphas ized 

t.hi'.l Lhe Supreme Court -- t.,hich many police officers believe has deprived them 

of eSH~ntial flexihility -- 11:1S in fact left considerable latitude to individual 

dppartrnenLs to define reil~wnahlc cr'iminal investigative procedures. Department 

officials raised in tlH~S(;~ meetings some of their concerns, including acceSS to 

warrants during odd hours, !:>carching, impounding, and inventorying cars, searches 

incident to arrest, development of telephonic r.,arran t procedures, limitations on 

oral testimony in support of affidavits, emergency searches, stop and frisk, 

pretrial identificat.ion procedures, {lUU selective enforcement •. Although these 

concerns were noted and discussed, eBt.ahlishing priorities in these: problem areas 

WdS left unt.il the t:."lsk force \.,as crea ted. 

2. Formation and Early Hork of the Task Force 

In the grant proposal, it was indicated th3.t the formation of a task force 

would be cE?ntral to the policymaking process. 1'he task force, to be composed of 

key superior officers, was to participate directly in developin~ and itnplementing 

guidelines governing criminal investigation. After the initial series of meetings 

with dl~partmental personnel, the specific task force structure and process began 

to em~rge. 

As est.ablished by the gran t proposal, the proj ec t, during its experimental 

phases, would primarily work tvith two centralized investiga tive units and the 

dctec tive uni ts in the city' B busier dis tricts. Since task force members were 

initially l.) be drawn from these units, it was important to the Center and the 

Depar tmen t, tha t the tmits selce ted have superior officers ,.,ho ,.,ere respec ted 

withi.n the D~'part.ment for their \-lork on the street, their understanding of the 

problems of daily pol ice work, and their candor. The detective units chosen were 



c.lnlf~ c.ontrol and htLf'lligencel l>i~~trict 2 (RoxbHry) and 1)LBLrtet. If (Itwk Hay). 

k; of July 1, 197.5, tlw task fon~l! included: 

Detective Sorgcant Frank Coleman (in charnc of Dintrict II clet:petivp,;) 
Lieutenant Ethmrd Connolly (in chaq~c of Drug ConLrol) 
Deput.y Superintendent John Doyle (in charp,e of Jntellig('n('l~ Hnd Viet» 
D~to<.~ tlve Serp;eant An thony L(!OlH~ (in charr,e of Vic~~) 
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Detective Sergeant Frank Mulvey (in dlaree of 1>18tri.('l: 2 t!pteetives) 
Lieutenant JOBeph Sheridan (department linh;on) [n'prNwnting Supt:. Jordanl 

After the first two meetings of the task force, it WiS agrt!E:~d that Captain 'Hl1iam 

Hogan of the Depar tment I s Training Academy) who i~; respone jhl(.~ for pc)lice 

training in • iminal procedure, would be add(~d to the ta8k forcH. 2 Thus, the task 

force was composed of sworn Department personnel " .. ho "tvould eVE>ntual1y have 

responsibility for implementa tion of the work. 

The task force agreed to keep contact with Robert: HasserTIlan, Director of 

the Training Division; Nicholas Fc)tmdas, tIll' Police Legal Advi.sor; and, Joseph 

lambert, Aeting Director of Planninp, and Research. '111e Department also dcta,iled 

l'aul Jdi;udton, a patrol officer, to work with the project: at the Gcnt£>r 

l,£he Intelligence Division of the Boston Poli.ce Dt'partnt(mt includes vice 
control and organized crime. 

20ue to promotions and changes in assignments, the composition of the task force 
changed during the project period. At the time that this report is being 
prepared, the members of the task force nre: 

Deputy Superintendent Ear':" Bolt (in charge of diviSion which includes 
District 2 and former head of Narcotics Unit) 

Lieutenant Frank Colewan ( in charge of District If detectives) 
Captain Edward Connolly (in charge of District: 13) 
Detective Sergeant John Daley (in charr,e of District 1 detectives) 
Lieutenant Anthony Di Natalie (in charge of Vice) 
Superintendent John Doyle (in charge of Inspectional Services) 
Captain H'illiam Hogan (Commanding Officer of Training Academy) 
Detective Sergeant Frank Hulvey (in charge of District 2 detectives) 
Deputy Superintendent Joseph Rowan (in charge of Intelligence and Vice) 
Lieutenant Joseph Sheridan (department liaison [representing Superintendent Jordan 
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Althnugh ~~0I:1(> rWl'lht'rs of the ti1s1~ loren understood nnd supported the 

pr(l.il~ct'n ohjective!, fl"lll'1 the beginntnr;, others ~-lcr(> rmspicious, both of tIm 

pro i~,t:t ;mLI tIlt! ''<nlt''Jille.rn l1 frm:t tht· Cnntc:r. ThtB suspici.on bt'>.r,:nn hreakinp; 

c!mm pnly after ~wv('ral early llwl~tin7,s Bu;~g(!Htecl to t.hose who m:~r.e sUBpi.cioun 

that t:ht> problC'tns heing .:lddrcused by the project \·mn~ import.:lnt -- t.hat policies 

govl..~rn.ini~ criminal inv':~Gtigati()n[; ~mre nl'edcd by the department, that Center 

[ltaff had knmo}'ledg('. that coul(l lw us(~ful. in developin:; such policies, that Center 

f:til£f di.d not. tvant to dictate to tlw t':'wk force, and th.:lt some prestigious 

tlH!mhprH of the tank force 'til'-n~ supportive and enthusiastic. 

'.I.'h:LB period of trust-building was essential. Other st(~PS in ~:.hG proj oct 

eoult1 not proceeu until ttwre \-liW a gcner;:tl1y-sharcd confidence th.:lt the Canter 

\v::iS not " rcBt.>tlrdling" the BOB ton Po1.ic~' [J'!l',a::otment ~vhich is one of u great 

and the victims 

of aC.:ldemlc rose:lrch. Di I);!;,"t:m 't~t offi.ci't; ,; kl.f t~, tH~ cCHlvincod that this project 

i.nvolvt'd collaborativ(~ reC"p':,:o-:c.h hy tht~ r:(~t ,':.-L;hmt: '1u.1 the Center on matters ~ i: 

imp(lrtan.:.~u to the J)up.:1rtment 

Centt!r f()·.~tts mm professtullal r.ensons ,,,.:lS :~(:ntlinely intrir;ued by the proh1.C'l'ls. 

Hhen this :i.nitial contl'd(mCf~ building pr(,<:'css had 1>ep,un, nttcntion of the 

Lwl~ force: turm~d to tHO other IH:lrters. First uas the exact status of what 

w:t:;l to i;n produ:ed. Tht.! tnsk h,rce decided that cnl1in~ the. policies "rules tl 

't-lould carry nep,atlve and puni.Liva Nmnotations ~ ",herons th;~ policies ~rere meant 

to he affi.rmative, holpful, .• ucl to ('~i.iph.:.1sizc ~'7h:tt police officers TIl}'l'y" do. So 

the ta~lk force decided to call i.tn policie.·; "guidplines", rather than "rules". 

To r(dll(orC(~ the positive char.1.cter of I.t~~ \:ork) the task force decided that 

vi.nlati.oIls of tht.! gui.dC'.lines should never be used as a basis for suppressing 

evidenci.! in court or for disciplintn:; officers adminintratively, unlcfls n 

vlolatiol1 of the guic1clines ~J,\~ also a violation. of consti.tutional requirements 

or ,.;t,tn, for BOlW othl~r reaGl)!1, so serious that :htcltcial or a(hainistrativc action 
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'I1w second of LhNH>' matters was thl> atti.tmitJ. of the Police Cotllnirwimwr. 

Othor task force dfort~ in ollwr police dcparLtntmts hall clemonstrnced t.hat. t.he 

po:.> tut·c of the police chi.ef executivt~ is Gri.tical in pormtading t:tsk forces 

that their t~fforts an~ important. This would he true in any other orgnni:mtion, 

but is esp~ctally so in a police clE.!partmtmt: '..Th(H"'· .'11 f~rmal author:i.ty is 

vested in the chief eJwcut;ive. The t:lGk force tH2t:lled, therefor(~, to know that: 

its work would bt~ seen by the Cot'lmissioner, and if evaluated r<lvorably by him, 

would be used. It got that assurance from thB Cotnmiusionp:-. 

After sev(~ral task force meetings, an informal pr()cess for the development 

of r,uidelines ,vas agreed upon: Ini tial dec is ions of areas i.n which guidelines 

~.;otlld be 'i..Tritton ~yould be made jointly by tl11~ task force and project staff; 

priori ty consideration lvould be given to area:. coverE"d ~lY the Arizona State 

University Hodel Rules for Law Enforcement. Necess~ry legal and social research 

,YOuld be performed by project staff, and unit: commanderB 'iyould help them coLLect 

information about their respective units. Proposed guidelines would be drafted 

by project staff, and submit.\:ed t~'"; the task force which 'Would Bolicit the opinions 

of 0 thers in the Depar: uncr.' Upon approval hy the task force, guidelines would 

be submitted to the Commissioner for review. 

The task force decided that: in a selected numb(>r of areas, nn impl(~ment:ation 

phase would be undertaken. It \%l.lcl ind ud£' developing, 'i..rich the T.raining Academy, 

new training materials relating to the seh-cted rules~ conduc.~ting a training 

program for the units involved, implementing s(;'lected guidelines on an experimental 

lAc tion in cases of such seriousness would, of course, be required even in the 
absence of gUidelines. The task force decided in addition to make copies 
of its guidelines available to prosecutors and judges in the hope that they 
,..auld he used to make judgments about the appropria teness and reasonableness of 
police actions challenged in court. 



basis in the four units, and moniloring and evaluating the effectiveness of 

the ne~Y' guidelines. Finally, in o.reas in t.hich leg..i.slationor court rules 

were needed to accompany police prac. tices, proposals w'ould be made. 

Project staff and the task force agreed that three criminal investigative 

are.'iS required priority a tten tion in the formulation of guidelines. They 'Y'ere 

obtaining and executing search warrants, car searches (including impounding and 

inventorying cars), and searches incident to arrest. These areas ,"'ere selected 

for a number of reasons. 

Like most police departments, th~ Boston Police Department seems to rely 

only minimally on search warrants as authority for engaging in searches and 

seizures. Generally, authorit~! to search or seize is derived instead from the 

many exceptions to search warrants, e.g., searches incident to arrest, exigent 

circumstances, etc. Supervisors of the Department: "tY"d.nted to increase use of 

warran ts, but: saw many restric tions \Y'hich prevented them from doing so. These 

included the unavailability of magistra::es during evening hours and 'tY'eekends, 

Klssachusetts caselawJ and the inability of officers to obtain warrants quickly 

by telephone when probable cause to search arises. So the task force and the 

staff selected, obtaining and executing search warrants as one of the first 

areas to address. 
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Without question, the Supreme Court's decisions on car searches2 are confusing 

to ever.yone who reads and attempts to interpret them. There are questions, for 

example, about when a warrant is needed to search a car, how extensive the search 

may be, and where car searches may be made. The task force agreed, therefore, that 

IThis caselaw appeal..s to prevent magistrates from taking additional statements 
from a police officer to determine whether or not probable cau~e to search 
exists if an affidavit is unclear. 

2Cooper v. California; 386 u.s. 58 (1967); Chambers v. t-faroney, 399 U.S. 42 (1970); 
Coolidee v. New Hampshire, 403 u.s. 443 (1971); and Cady v. Dmnbrowski, 413 u.s. 
1074 (1973). 



it tvould be. valuahle to have guidelines, '''hich Ret policies in this area. 

The majority of searches are now conducted inci.dent to arrest. Considerable 

confus ion exists bettveen Supreme Court standards in Chimel v. California, 395 U. S. 

752 (1969); United Stntes v. Robinson, 414 U.S. 218 (1973); and Gustafson v. 

Florida, 414 U.S. 260 (1973) and the additional restrictions imposed by the 

Massachusetts legislature after these Jecisions. Given the importance of searches 

incident to arrest, the task force determined that this area should receive 

priority attention. 

In working on these issues, it ,~as agreed that project contact with the 

task force alone would be insufficient to obtain a comprehensive picture of the 

problems and needs of ,,,or king detectives or the support necessary to insure 

compliance once the guidelines had been developed. So it modified its process 

to involve directly a larger number of officers. That modification became 

especially important as it became clearer to project staff that its research 

design was not gOing to produce the data on Department practices which hc1.d 

been anticipated and which was required. 

C. Research Hethods Used as Part of the Policymaking Process 

1 • Legal Res ea rch 

To determine the legal framework within which policies would be developed, 

Center staff began by using traditional legal research techniques. Approximately 

two months were devoted to legal research and drafting preliminary guidelines 

in each of the areas (search iffirrants, searches incident to arrest, and car 

searches). After focusing initially on state-of-the-art research on police 

rulemaking, staff had examined: 

(1) Hodel codes (most pertinent were the ASU Hodel Rules and the ALI 

Hodel Code of Pre-Arraign~:1ent Procedure); 

(2) Current federal and Hassachusetts court caseS interpreting the 

Fourth Amendment, and ~bssachusetts cases interpreting the state 
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constitution and state statutes; 

(3) Existing and proposed Massachusetts statutes and court rules; 

(4) Innovative existing and proposed statutes and rules in other 

jurisdictions (e.g., California statute on telephonic warrants and proposed 

Rule 41 of the Federal Rules of CrLllinal Procedure); 

(5) Existing Boston Police Dep~rtment regulations, policies, legal 

opinions, and training materials; 

(6) Regulatione of other police departments (e. g., Cambridge, Kansas 
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City, Dayton, Cincinnati, San Diego, New York, Los Angeles, Hashington, D. C.); 

(7) Proposals of professional organizations (e. g., IACP, Police Foundation, 

NatIonal Police Legal Advisors Association); and, 

(8) Relevant literature in field (e.g., ABA Standards on Urban Police 

Function) • 

Legal research did not stop with the preparation of draft guidelines. 

Ambiguities, gaps, and impracticalities pointed out by task force members 

raised questions which demanded closer scrutiny of decisional and statutory 

law and proposed changes. Refining the guideline drafts in preparation for 

their introduction to the detectives involved continuing attempts to balance 

practical critiques and traditional sources of legal doctrine. This harmonizing 

effort continued as more and more input was obtained from detectives. Moreover, 

this process helped identify areas in ~vh.ich there simply was not enough known, 

and which might be helped by social science research. 

2. Social Science Research 

a. Original Data Collection Research Plan 

Initially, the social science research planned for the project had anticipated 

substantial reliance on police and cour.t records and formal interviews as a way of 

learning about Department practices aIld needs. The original design was to use 



Department records like incident reports to get a statistical picture of the 

Depar tment' s handling of certain kinds of problems and to identify individual 

officers who could be interviewed and observed. 

In addition, court records were to be used to analyze specific issues 

like the impac t of the exclusionary rule on the suppression of evidence in 

certain types of cases. Thus, the initial workplan, submitted to the National 

Institute in July, 1975, placed heavy emphasis on Department records -- incident 

reports and booking sheets, and court records as primary sources of data. 
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Random and stratified samples were designed so that staff could review 

incident reports generated from Districts 2 and 4. In the area of searches 

incident to arrest, for example, the sample focused on weapons and narcotics 

arrests from District 2 and 4 for the period, January 1 through June 30, 1975. 

These arrests were identified by computer printouts, and student interns collected 

and coded data, providing preliminary information on the frequency of narcotics 

and weapons charges stemming from evidence found during searches incident to 

arrest for other crimes. 

This informa don, however, turned out to be of negligible value when it 

was traced back to incident reports. The reports themselves were so. sketchy, 

that it was impossible to determine when and if a search had been conducted, the 

nature and intensity of the search, or even the order in which probable cause 

occurred for each crime when there was more than one charge. The lack of 

particularity in Department records with the exception of those documents 

the officers prepared for revim.;r by court officials, such as search warrant 

affidavits -- left Center staff with very limited useful data. And because no 

real relationship had been developed yet with officers in the field, it did aot 

appear possible for the staff to interview large numbers of detectives about what 

was or was not put in incident reports. 



So the research methodology was changed. Collection and analysis of 

hard da ta were restric ted to those areas in which accura te informa tion was 

availab le, like use of search warran ts and the exclusionary rule. 1 Hi th these 

exceptions, quantitative data ~.,ere replaced by information gathered from direct 

interaction with police officers in phased steps. 

This probably was the most delicate moment of the project -- finding ways 

of making direc t contac t with large numbers of police officers. It is alivays 

difficult for outsiders to get from police officers candid statements about their 

actions and concerns. But it was particularly difficult in this Department at 

this time. The heri tage of the Department encouraged many officers to believe 

that policies were a tool for discipline; indeed, that is the way in which they 

had always been used. In addition, the Boston Police Patrolmen's Association, 

having taken the position in an earlier department rulemaking effort, that policy 

is a managerial function in which patrol officers ought not to participate, could 

not be expected to be supportive. 

b. TIle Questionnaire, Interviews, and Field Observation Methodology 

(1) The Training Academy; In-service I 

After some consideration, the task force and staff decided to integrate its 

own inquiry into an existing Department program which was already trusted by 

officers, the in-servic:.e training program of the Training Academy. Doing this 

would allow the staff to be identified as resource people working with a highly 

respected ins:tructor, Captain Hilliam Hogan. It would enable project attorneys 

to get some initial acceptance, and would provide an opportunity to interview 
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a sample of detectives and supervisors from the four units involved in the project. 

lrhe result of research in these areas is contained in the appendices of the report. 



New materials were developed in preparation for the training program. 

Traditional lecture and question and answer techniques were discarded ~s 

inadequate to stimulate the kiud of honest discussion the project required. 

Instead, law students, staff attorneys, and police officers began devising 

street hypothetical situations in which police officers commonly encounter 

problems of car searches, search warrants, and searches incident to arrests. 

TheSe sketches were based on caselaw and officers' street experiences, 

reflec ting the Center's concern with placing legal issues in a contexc familiar 

to the officers with whom we were working. The scenarios were made into script 

outlines which were used by the Department' ~ Video Unit to make tapes to serve 

as a catalyst for officers' discussions of policy needs. 
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The development of working relationships with patrol officers and detectives 

really began with the videotape effort. l.J'orking wi th police officers from 

the Academy, staff began explaining the project to a group of officers not on 

the task force. Although the effort was greeted with initial skepticism, staff 

encouraged open discussion of reservations about the project. Then prior to 

each filming, officers involved as actors ,vere given a summary of the scenario 

and a brief outline of the legal issues involved. They were asked to review 

the materials and express their opinions about the legal considerations, and. 

especially, to speak out if the scenes seemed artificial or strained. On the 

basis of their judgments, changes were made in the scenarios. 

When the video sequences were finished, questionnaires were designed for 

use at the training session to focus attention on possible responses which the 

videos might generate. To illustrate: A single video depicting the execution 

of a search warrant raised numerous issues including: mode of entry; announcement 

of authority and purpose; what constitutes sufficient evidence for obtaining an 

arrest warrant; plain view; and safeguarding property. A copy of the questionnaire 

used for this episode is appended to the report. 
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In keeping ~Yith the project design, officers participating in the 

training sessions were drawn only from anong the detectives of the four units 

involved directly in the project. To establish a control group, essential to 

evaluation of the training, detective partners were randomly assigned by 

pairs either to a control or an experimental group. The groups were of 

approximately equal size. 1 The 39 Detectives :~n the experimental group were 

brought to the Academy for training in four sessions. This series of sessions 

was designated "In-service I" to distinguish it from later training sessions. 

Meeting in small groups (7 - 10 officers) with Center staff attorneys and 

Academy personnel the detectives at each session viewed the videotapes. At the 

conclusion of each taped situation, but prior to any group discussion, each officer 

was as ked to indica te quickly, on a specially prepared form, wha t he would do 

if he were confronted with that situation. (This form :f.s appended to this report.) 

For example, following a scene in which one l-lilliam Oakes is arrested in his 

office on an arrest warrant for receiving stolen property, the officers are 

asked, "l-lhat would you most likely do in this situation? Hould you: Search 

Oakes I desk drawer? / / / / /." After questionnaires were -_ ..... ----' -----' ---...; 
NO HAYBE PROBABLY YES 

completed, Center staff and Academy personnel conducted discussions with the 

officers.about how they decided to take a particular course of action. The 

points raised during these discussions were recorded by project and Academy 

staff. Data obtained from these instruments also aided in identifying areas 

where the leas t consensus among officers exis ted. 

In-service I was designed to achieve three things: To get formal parti-

cipation in the guideline development process by line officers of the Department; 

to identify other areas in which guidelines should be formulated; and to gather 

lrhe design is explained in detail in the evaluation section. 



baseline data for use in later evaluation efforts. It does seem to have 

worked. Officers did help identify substantive areas in which guidelines 

were most required. Officers did explore not only their own processes for 

making decisions, but as well their views about investigative procedures. 

Responses to the questionnaires were not used to evaluate knowledge of 

the law, but were clustered into appropriate legal categories and analyzed 

with a special measure of group consensus. The measure of consensus was 

weighted so that, on a scale of 100, a 100% score indicated complete 

agreement as to a course of action; and, a 0 score showed an even split. 

This consensus score was used to help identify particular topics for guideline 

development. If the score showed a great deal of disagreement or confusion 

about the scope of the detec ti ves' legal discretion, guidelines would focus 

on educati.ng the officers. If the scores showed that a certain course of 

action was a common practice in an area where the law itself was unclear, 

the guidelines were directed toward making a Department statement about the 

proper exercise of discretion. 

(2) Field Observations (Ride-alongs) 

Academy staff, officers who underwent training, the task force, and Center 

staff were enthusiastic about in-service training as a means to obtain ideas 

from departmental personnel. So it was decided that the project should go one 

step further, and arrangements were made with unit supervisors to have Center 

staff and law students ride regularly with detectives from District 2 and 4, 

Vice and Drug Control. 
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Ride-alongs were designed originally to give staff attorneys the opportunity 

to observe police encounters and responses in which guidelines were being developed. 

They were expected to give staff opportu.nitites to observe police decisionmaking .. 

The purpose of observation lV'as not to see if officers diverge from legal rules, 

but ra ther to see the difficulties in applying legal rules to day-to-day encounters. 



Ride-alongs were scheduled to begin immediately nfter detectives from 

the four selected units (Districts 2 and 4, Vice and Drugs) had completed the 

first in-service training session. The initial introduction of staff and 

detectives to each other was made at the neutral Training Academy, and this 

provided a strong base for creating a positive and cooperative atmosphere for 

ride-alongs. TIle patrol officer assigned to the Center provided training for 

the staff and law students in ride-along techniques. Observation checklists 

were developed to use as refreshers in evaluating each observation. (These 

checklists are appended to this report.) Ride-alongs were scheduled through 

each unit's supervisors serving on the task force. 

As described earlier, not all officers from the four uni ts participa ted 

in In-service I. Therefore, in order to control f0L any possible effects that 

participation in the training may have had, the design called for the observers 

to divide their riding time equally between those who had been through the 

training programs and officers who had not. 
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It was very difficult to do this. Resista.nce to ride-a longs, scheduling 

complexities, and Department regulations limited the extent of f'leld observations 

prior to In-service II which brought selected detectives from District 2 and Drugs 

back to the Academy for intensive seminars on the draft guidelines. Even in 

District 2, where staff concentrated efforts to develop rapport both with super

visors and line officers, the {lesign had to be modified. 

The original plan to dis tribute observer time evenly between In-service I 

participants and nonparticipants had to be abandoned because of the differences 

in duties between day detectives and night detectives, which was not taken into 

consideration in drawing participants for In-service I. In District 2, day 

detectives spent a far greater percentage of time during their tours of duty 

working on follow-up investigations and making court appearances and, therefore, 



had fewer encounters relevant to the project. So, in District 2, the degign 

was changed to include a disproportionate number of ride-alongs '''ith night 

detectives to mHximize opportunities for observing contacts related to the 

substantive areas of our study. 

All this was taken into consideration in developing the post-In-service II 

ride-along design. Corrections in the balance be~een day and night detectives 

were made, and ride-alongs were scheduled far in advance of the testing perioc1~ 

During this testing period, officers were asked to apply the guidelines, if 

possible. Staff and students covered District 2 and Narcotics on a nightly 

rotating basis for a ~o month period following In-service II. And~ by the end 

of the preliminary and tes ting periods, Center staff and students had ridden 

for approximately 450 hours. 

Ride-alongs also allowed Center staff to demonstrate responsiveness to 

line officers' practical concerns. By being able to resJ;ond honestly without 

arguing or judging, projec t staff ,"ere able to gain the officers' respect and 

acceptance. This encouraged the officers to respond candidly and function 

routinely, thereby enabling the observers to learn even more about issues the 

guidelines should address. 

For example, following a ride-along where several on-tha-street arrests 

were made, the observer questioned the detectives about the brevity and 

superficiali ty of street searches as compared to the intensity of the search 

at the station. The detectives expressed their concern about getting the 

arrestee off the street before a crowd gathered, and not "blowing" their cover, 

but the overriding issue seemed to be the 1974 amendment to M.G.L. Chapter 276 

§1,1 which has been perceived by some officers to limit the usefulness of a 
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1'A search conducted incident to arrest may be made only for the purposes of 
seizing fruits, instrumentalities, contraband and other evidence of the crime for 
which the arrest has been made, in order to prevent its destruction of concealment; 
and removing any weapons that the arrestee might use to resist arrest or effect his 
escape. Property seized as a result of a search in violation of the provisions of 
this paragraph shall not be admissible in evidence in criminal proceedings." 



search incident to arrest. The detectives seemed to feel that.: the best 

way to deal with c. 276 §1 was to take only those steps necessary to protect 

themselves, and then to folletlT up later with an extensive inventory so that 

con traband no t rela ted to the offens e for which the arres t was made would 

still be admissible. Such ride-along conversations were of grea t importance 

in the developmen t of guidelines" Some impor tant research problems emerged 

during the ride-along program. TIles e included the percep tion of ci tizens about 

the "'~ivilian" riding with officers, the fears of police officers that their 

behavior might be reported to superior officers, the temptation of observers to 

help the officers, and the availability of observers to testify about events 

they had witnessed. Two examples illustra te both the problems and the attempts 

to resolve them. 

First of all, as officer/observer relationships solidified, a greater sense 

of being an assistant to the officers began to develop. With this case the 

dual pressures to participate more actively with the officers yet maintain 

an observer status. It was difficult to draw these lines. Gradually, a staff 

consensus us to an appropriate compromise began to emerge. Passing a flashlight 

and carrying a walkie-talkie were seen as acts of little consequence. }fure 

troublesome, however, were questions soliciting legal judgments about a situation 

confronting the officers. In these instances, if pressed, observers attempted 

to offer alternatives without advising one ',::ourse of action over another. 

The issue of clbserver availability to testify was perhaps the most critical. 

Early in the project, staff made a decision not to testify voluntarily if 

requested by defense counsel. Yet, if a staff member were subpoenaed, he or 

she would have to appear and testify truthfully as to observations, to the extent 

such information was not privileged. It seemed unlikely, however, that this 

issue would emerge because of our low visibility and our presence in normally 
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fast-moving street situations or in warrant situations where numerous 

officers are present. This concern, however, led to a decision to avoid 
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ha ving the 0 bs erver pres en t in in terroga tlon sHun tions where sustained and 

focused contact with suspect would make it more likely that the observer's 

presence would be recollected. Thi3 decision was reached because interrogations 

were not one of the thr~e areas initially selected for guideline development. 

After discussion among staff and task force members, a draft policy on the 

limits to staff's availability to t~qtify in any proceeding including 

departmental disciplinary actions was developed, signed by the Project Director 

and Commissioner diGrazia, and placed on file in the department. A copy of 

this policy is appended to this n~port. 

(3) Task Force Review 

Draft guidelines, incorporating legal and nonlegal research were submitted 

to the task force for review and initial approval prior to their being presented 

to detectives. In a series of meetings, the task force scrutinized each 

proposed guideline and the factual examples illustrating the guidelines' 

applicability to ensure that the substance of the guidelines did address 

practical concerns, and to ensure that the language clearly conveyed the 

in tended meaning. The guideline..c; were then revised. 

For example, in discussing the guideline on searches for evidence incident 

to arrest, the question of searching locked or sealed possessions was raised. 

It was agreed that locked items should not be opened as part of an inventory 

because their contents ~'1ere already secured; nor should they be opened in a 

weapons search because the arrestee could not retrieve a weapon rr-om them. 

But opening them to search for evidence of the arrest crime, a perd.ssible 

search purpose under Massachusetts la~'1, presented a different problem. It ''1as 



ap,reed thn t ra ther than sugges ting an absolute ban on opening them or 

complete authority to do so, the gUidelines would indicate a preference for 

nbtaining a search ,,,arrant, especially bec::l.Use a search warrant ,vould perr.lit 

the adnussibility of evidence of a different crime. This solution, arrived 

at by the task force, integrated guidelines on search ,mrrants and other 

sec tions from the s&1.rche.s incident to arrest guidelimHh 

(l~) Training Academy: In-service II 

11le revised guidelines were the subject of a second in-service training 

session (In-service II) conducted by task force members and Center attorneys 

at the Academy. 1111s session offered detailed instructions in the content as 

v.Tell as the legal and practical rationale of the guidelines. Att~mding the 

sess ion ,olera app roxima tely hal f th E.~ de tee ti ves from Drug Con trol and Dis tr ic t 2, 

the two inves tigative units \olhich the task force and project staff had decided 

would adopt tile guidelines on an experimental basis. This selection of officer 

participants permitted the project subsequently to evaluate the impact of 

training on the officers i tmde~standing of and compliance with the guidelines, 

because all the detectives in both units received and were asked to use the 

guidelines during the experimental period, but only half had received training 

in tiwir con ten ts. 1 
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The session was introduced by Captain Hogan, who described the collaborative 

process in developing the guidelines. TIlis theme of collaboration was reinforced 

by each of the participating task force members during introductory remarks. Each 

officer from the task force stressed his commitment to the Department's defining 

appropriate criminal investigative procedures, and discussed his role in the 

evolution o~ the guidelines. TIle participation of the superior officers was 

perceived by ~~ny of the trainees as a statement of confidence in both the Center 

~ee the evaluation section. 



and the rnn terials presented durin~ In-service II. Officers f approval 

of the training process and substance '·las bolstered even further by the 

day-long presence of Lt. Bolt and Sgt. Detective Hulvey, superior officers 

of the two units involved in In-service II. 

At this session each officer received copies of the draft guidelines 

and, through traditional classroom lectures and discussions, supplemented 

with a new series of videotaped situations, the guidelines were illustrated. 

Scenarios for In-service II videos are appended to thi.s repor t. 

Within a lveek following the training session and distribution of the 

draft guidelines to all detectives in the experimental units~ staff attorneys 

held a series of meetings with the detec tives who had a ttended In-service II 

to respond to questions about the guidelines. 'l'hese m~etings provided 

opportunities to explain once again the project~s purposes) the substance of 

the guidelines and their applica tion, and to learn vlhat issues officers felt 

were not adequately addressed. For example, ~vhile the guidelines dealing \-lith 

protecting premises after completion of a search was theoretically acceptable, 

the absence of specific suggestions about hOt>l this could be done ma.de it 

impractical. The guideline was redrafted. During the evaluation phase~ the 

staff found that there were some deficiencies in the way in which training on 

the guidelines was provide..:.. Essentially, too much material was covered too 

quickly and there \vas too lit tIe follow-up. As a resu~ t, most officers did not 

have a good enough grasp of the guidelines before they ,-rere asked to use them. 

This is discussed in more detail in the evaluation section of the report. 

(5) Traim.ng Academy: In-service III 

The research design provided for a two month experimental period following 

In-service II in which all detectives in District 2 and the Drug Control Unit 
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used the draft guidelines. Staff ride-alongs continued in these units, 

and were scheduled to reflect a balance between the detectives who had 

attended In-service II and those who had not. At the end of the experimental 

period, a third series of in-service training session (In-service III) was held 

for all det~ctives in the four units (Districts 2 and 4, Drug Control and Vice) 

with which the project worked. At each session, the detectives viewed the 

videotapes that had been presented at In-service I and were requested to respond 

to the same questionnaires administered previously. As will be explained in the 

evaluation section~ infra, this design permitted an evaluation of the impact of 

the guidelines when accompanied by training and of the guidelines themselves 

without training. Moreover, those sessions provided an additional opportunity 

for project staff to isolate substantive areas in which there continued to be 

confusion over the scope of permissible police discretion. 
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Following the videotape presentation, officers were divided into smaller 

discussion groups by unit or district; each group discussion was led by a staff 

attorney and a task force member. The discussions with detectives from District 2 

and Drug Control focused on the guidelines themselves because these officers 

had been using them for the preceding two months. They were encouraged to 

indicate specific guideline sections they had found impractical or Ul lear, and 

to -esent appropriate alternatives. Guidelines were distributed to detectives 

froln Dis trict 4 and the Vice Unit as they had not previously received copies. 

Discussions with these officers introduced them to the guidelines and the 

guideline development process. 

D. Cont.inuing Guideline Development 

Armed with comments and suggestions on guid~~ines development from 

detectives in Districts 2 and 4, Vice and Narcotics, specific suggestions for 

revisions of the guidelines, and reactions to the policymaking process itself, 

Center staff and the task force set about refining the drafts into final versions. 
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At the same time, projec t staff began work on guidelines development in three 

new areas -- arrest, eyewitness identifir:,-tlon, and stop and frisk. 

In view of the success of the r€~C3l;'c;h strategies which were developed 

for the initial set of guidelines, a ~d.illtlat' process was used for the new 

areas. Key issues and preliminary appro2.ches were formula ted in conj unc don 

with the task force; particularly, troublesome problems were identified and 

incorporated into videotaped simulated street situations; the Training Academy 

was used to obtain responses to the simulations and to other issues surrounding 

the new areas; and, direct insights and information were received through 

observations in the field. 

This time, however, it was decided not to use the original four units as 

resource groups in order to keep them "untainted," as much as possible for a 

more comprehensive evaluation of gl.lid61ine impact planned for a subsequent 

grant period. Discussions with the task force and the Commissioner's staff 

led to the conclusion that the various research components should be undertaken 

in District 1, basically the dmmtown section of Boston. The supervisory 

officers in District 1 agreed, anL Detective Sergeant John Daley of District 1 

joined the task force. Patrol officers were included both in in-service training 

sessions and as participants in the ride-along program, since the project was 

sufficiently established to be extended to the patrol force and because the new 

areas were equally relevant to the patrol function. Ride-alongs (first with 

detectives only and then with patrol officers as well) w~re begun and are 

continuing in Dist~ict 1. The results of the three Training Academy sessions 

and the ride-alongs are being incorporated in the nelr guideline drafts in a 

manner similar to that used for the first set of guidelines. 

In some instances, this research methodology has been supplemented by 

additional data collection. Questionnaires relating to eyewitness identification 

procedures, for example, were sent to all assistant district attorneys in Suffolk 
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County and to all detec tive sergeants of the Lepartment to learn about the 

frequency of certain types of procedures and problems associated with them at 

trials. A special in-service session was also arranged with a group of 

sergeants to discuss selective use of the arrest power. More traditional 

data collection (exatT,ination of court and police records) continued in areas 

relating to search warrants anti the exclusionary rule throughout the first 

phase of this project and is contemplated for another area in early stages of 

development -- drug enforcement priorities. 
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III. Identifying Specific Criminal Investigative Needs Within the Boston 
Police Department: Application of the Process 

The process for developing guidelines had been analyzed in many ways 

during its development and use. The way in which people in the department 

felt about the guidelines and about the "outsiders" who ,(-Tere assisting was 

analyzed; and it appears that the reactions were strongly positive. The 

degree to which the guidelines will be internalized and will be used by 

officers in the department is, of course, the ultimate test of the project; 

but measurement of that will have to be made over time. 

The third test of the process was the quality of the rules developed 

and the extent to which they 'tvere clearly oriented to Boston issues, matters 

which were on the minds of officers in this particular police department. 

lihat the process produced is the subject of this section. The completed 

guidelines in each of the areas are contained in the Appendices to this 

report. 

Initially, to determine whether model rules, like those developed at 

the Arizona. State University Law School, could be made responsive to the 

needs of one police department, we reviewed statute and case law, court 

rules, Boston Police Department rules, training materials, and interviewed 

police officers. Based upon this research, we found that the need for 

administrative policies was a significant one. Some of the reasons for this 

were: (1) The law:--.statutes and court decisions -- provides little and 

often conflicting guidance in the areas of criminal procedure; (2) Many 
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important issues are unresolved; (3) Police regulations and training materials 

do not provide adequate guidance; (4) Police officers, prosecutors, defense 

attorneys and judges are confused about procedures; and (5) The police 

department gives little guidance to its officers. 



Guidelines were needed, therefore, to focus on appropriate options that 

incorporate a balance between practical considerations and a concern of 

fairness. Many officers within the department found that policies like those 

prepared by ASU did respond in general to many of the concerns they had. 

But, as will be reflected in the material that follows~ in order for policies 

to meet specific local needs, they had to be developed locally. 

A. Examples from Final Guidelines 

1. Motor Vehicle Searches 

Motor vehicles present peculiar problems for the Fourth Amendment 

requirement that searches be reasonable. For example, even though auto-
1 

mobiles can be searched without a 'warrant, a police officer who decides in 

the case he is confronting that a warrant is not needed, often still faces 

a locked car. The ASU rules state a preference for using a key to gain entry, 

and suggest that officers obtain authorization from a superior before open-

ing a locked glove compartment or trunk without a key. 

Several situational videotapes were prepared for detectives from the four 

participating units (District 2 and 4, Vice, and Narcotics) which presented 
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questions about locked compartments in motor vehicles. In one a ~V'oman informs 

two officers that her husband has threated to kill her ~~th a gun in his car. 

The officers see the car parked outside the house, and looking through a 

windm." see a rifle laying on the back seat. The first set of questions 

assumes that the car doors are locked, and no key is available. 

lrhey generally fall within the exigent circumstances exception 
to the warrant requirement. 



The detectives who viewed the sequence at the first session ~<lhen asked 

if they '<lould open the door and remove the rifle, .. Jere in complete disagreement; 

they scored zero. Hhen the situation "ras changed, and the car doors '<lere 

unlocked, there was almost complete unaninity; a score of 90%. Other situations 

depicting the same problem produced lesser degrees of disagreemeut, in the 45 

to 60% range, but certainly they reinforced the need to deal with the topic 

in guidelines. 

The video sessions were supplemented by group discussions ~<lith detectives 

who were concerned about being held 'cesponsible for damage they cause while 

forcing a lock. Specifically, they were concerned about personal liability 

and departmental discipline. The detectives and task force members suggested 

that the department routinize supervisory approval for forcing locks. And 

since department tow truck operators carry special tools for opening locks, 

the guidelines include a suggestion that tow operators be dispatched where 

possible. 

Boston Police Department records did not reveal ,,,hethli:r opening locked 

compartments in motor vehicles ,,,as a particular problem or not. But task 

force members, and especially those who supervise detectives in the two 

districts involved in the proj ect, reported that line officers we,re uncleal: 

about their authority to break open a lock. 

2. Search Harrants 

a. Search of Unnamed Persons Present at a Search Site 

The ASU rules deal with this subject in a very broad statement: 

"(a)ny person on the premises may be searched if it reasonably appears that 
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an item listed in the \V'arrant may be concealed on his person." The law 

offered little more guidance, appella.te decisions having held that a 

case-by-case approach in determining reasonableness of a search was constitu

tionally sound. It remained to be learned whether Boston police officers 

felt they needed guidance. 

A video sequence was presented to the detectives who participated in the 

first session. The sequence depicts the execution of a search for a stolen 

typewriter in Hr. Oakes' business office. At the time of the officers v 

a'l:-rival, an unidentified man in business clothes is seated across the desk 

from Mr. Oakes, holding a large briefcase in his lap. TILe questionnare 

presented to the detectives asked several questions,about what they would do 

at this point. The most important of these was whether they would search 

the visitor's briefcase. The degree of consensus on the entire episode was 

34%; the range of scores for all groups of related questions was 1.4% to 79%. 

So, the video raised more than average uncertainty. 

The single question concerning search of the briefcase was even more 

revealinr,. Detectives in Vice and DCU, the two Boston Police Department 

units with the most experience at executing search warrants, disagreed 

dramatically about whether to search, 17% and 0 respectively. On the other 

hand, District I. and District 2 detectives, who e:cecute fewer search war'l'ants, 

but are more frequently engaged in stolen property investigations, were in 

much greater agreement: 797, and 67%, respectively, in favor of not searching. 

In the discussion follmving the videos, nearly all of the detectives 
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said they ",'QuId have wanted to search the briefcase, whether or not they 

actually ~.;ould have done so. Some responded by saying they ,"auld have searched 

the briefcase even though they ~vere unclear about their authority to do so. 



DCU and Vice officers, by vIrtue of their extensive experience ~~ith searches 

and greater familiarity with the law, were more likely to overcome their 

doubts. Observations made during ride-alongs revealed a similar confusion 

concerning the legality of searching unnamed persons at the site of ~~arrant 

execution. This case, incidentally, was our example of the support found 

for an initial project assumption: that police officers frequently think 

the law is more restrictive than it actually is. 

Task force meetings reflected the confusion and division about searches 
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of unnamed persons. The captain of the Training Academy and the commander of the 

Vice Unit felt that no one could be searched under the authority of a warrant 

unless identified in the warrant. On the other hand, the commander of the Drug 

Unit asserted a need for broad pO'tvers to search persons present, and acknowledged 

that drug officers almost always will search everyone present. It was clear 

that the guidelines should be somewhere between a ban on the search of unidenti

fied persons and an invitation always to search all persons present. 

The ASU formulation appeared to be too broad an authorization of police 

discretion, so the Boston guideline advised the searching officer to have 

probabl~ cause to believe that sought-after items would be found on the 

unidentified person. In order to control as well as assist an offi.cer's 

judgment of whether probable cause exists, the guidelines list six factors for 

determining probable cause. Extensive examples are offered to illustrate 

how the guideline applies in practice. 

b. 24-Hour Availability of Magistrates. 

The project has reconnnended that the department seek iI:1plementation of 

a system making a magistrate available on a 24-hour basis. A closely 

related recommendation urges that officers be able to obtain a search warrant 
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through telephone COlllOunication "11th a magistrate. 

The 21+-hour availability was vigorously urged by narcotics officers 

who regularly need quick quthod.zation for searches; and since 90% of the DCU 

works only at night, virtually all occasions requiring a prompt search arise 

when courts are closed. Despite having the home phone numbers and addresses 

of roughly SO clerks and judges, officers find it difficult to get in contact 

with a cooperative magistrate on short notice. DCU personnel were asked to 

indicate whether any of four events occurred during their shift: Search 

warrant execution, search incident to an arrest, motor vehicle cearch, and 

non-court hours search warrant requests. Preliminary data indicates that off

hours search warrant requests were attempted more than once a week, lvhile the 

unit executes about two search 'l;07arrants a week. Follmv-up interviews to 

determine hm" often magistrates ~·7Cre reached during nighttir.1e hours are not 

yet completed. So the project plans to seek district court cooperation on 

an ~xperimental project whereby a centrally located court remains available 

on a 24-hour basis. 

The telephonic search warrant procedure also would meet a need for 

prompt search warrants by enabling officers to avoid the legal problems of 

"freezing a scene"until a W<lrrant can be obtained. Leeal research suggests 

that a freeze is a seizure governed by the Fourth Amendment, and must be 

reasonable, but a principal factor in determining the reasonableness of such 

a seizure is its duration. All officers consulted by the project vranted to 

detain briefly in situations ,,,here there is no cause to arrest. But they 

,vern very tlncertain about their authority to do so. 

QtH.!stionnaires and follow-up discussion indicated that when faced with 

iJ ~;ituatinn. where evidence may be destroyed or rer.lOved before a t"arrant can 
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be obtained, most detectives would not freeze the scene until a m;lr,istrate 

was reached. Rather, they ~-1Ould arrest those present) even with very tenuous 

probable cause, and detain them pending further investieation. This is another 

example of how police offic.er mispercepUon of ·:heir discretion leads theta to 

deal ~dth problems in an ill-suit(d, but nore familiar mode. Guidelines llere 

necessary, therefore, to deal 1-7ith situation. 

3. Searches Incident to Arrest 

a. Admissibility of Object Seized 
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Unanticipated legal problems nay become central to the rule development 

process in a police agency. Research into Hassachusetts 1m.., revealed a 1974 

amendment to the search warrant statute (drafted in response to the United 

States Supreme Court decisions in Rooinson and Gustaf.§.2E) establishing restric

tions on searches incident to arrest. Early task force meetings suggested 

that this statute presented serious difficulties for police officers ~vho 

were confused about its scope. 

Legal research offered minimal guidance as to whether the statute ~vas 

as restrictive as police officers thought; there 'tvere not appellate dedsions 

and only two brief articles. Officers' interpretations and experiences with 

the aclendment were probed during each Training Academy session and during 

ride-alongs. Staff attorneys, the police officer assigned to the project, 

and task force members contacted a number of supervising officers, detectives, 

and patrol officers outside the four units about the statute. No instances 

"(o1'ere discovered where the statute 't·;as considered by police officers or 

magistrates in a complaint decision, or by judges in a decision to exclude 

evidence. But still there ~yas considerable confusion and anxiety among 

police officers over the statute. Indeed, there had been a statm·Tide police 

lobbying effort to repeal the amendQ.ent. Hith this statute identified as a r .... "ljor 

problem for which there was no judicial resolution of ambiguities, guidance was 

sought from the legislature and participants in the criminal justice process 

outside the police department. Legislators, prosecutors, defense attorney, and 



District Court judges ~vere interviewed. The legislators said that although 

the bill had been poorly drafted, its intent was to do no mo't'e than maintain 

the pre-Robinson/Gustafson lmv on searches incident to arrest. The attorneys 

and judges concurred and said further that they had had no experience and 

had heard of no motions to suppress evidence based on the statute. 

While the Arizona State University Hodel Rules do not directly address 

the admissibility of evidence seized during a search incident to arrest, task 

force members urged that a separate guideline be ~vritten to reduce the confusion, 

to clarify the department's interpret,ltion of the statute, and to emphasize 

the conceptual underpinning of the guidelines on searches incident to arrest. 

b. Protective Sweep 

One of the Arizona State University Model Rules deals with protective 

sweep: The general inspection of premises without a 1;V'arrant when an arrest 

has bee.n made to ensure the safety of officers and of evidence that might 

later be seizable wi.th a search warrant. Hhile the importance of guidance 

in this area ,vas underscored by the AStr rules and b~' task force members, 

its importance in the Boston Police context 'Has unclear at the start of the 

project. Th~ task force and center staff wanted officers to understand that 

this emergency procedure is not license for warrantless searches for evidence. 

It was felt that Training Academy sessions 1;VQuld be the most direct way 

to Q.~sess need in this area and to determine whether a separate guideline 'Vms , 

required. In a videotape, hot pursuit brings detectives into an apartment on 

the h(.~els of a heroin deliverer. 1-:hen the officers catch up w-ith the carrier, 

110r hag, reliably reporteu. to contain drugs, is nm"here in sight. Noises are 

heard frorl an adjoining room in the apartment "1here tho door io:; closed. Although 

the presence of other persons presented a threat both to the officers I safety 

and the rugs, the questionnaires revealed considerable confusion amonB the 

officers on what to do in the situation. There ,l7as only an 187. degree of 
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consensus on the question of ordering the people out of this other roan, 

and a 40% degree or consensus concerning detention of those people. In 29~~ 

degree of consensus, officers v10uld frisk the persons in the other room; 

and the officers tvere almost equally split -- lhl~% dep,ree of consensus --

on whether they would undertake a search of that other rooln. 

In discussions, two important attitudes were expressed. First, while 

a maj orj.ty of the officers would have cleared the room, detained the occupants, 

and frisked them, they were unclear about their authority to do so. Second, 

a number of those 't1110 indicated that they would search the room felt they 

probably should not, but did not see any alternatives. Thus, l"hile the phrase 

"protective sweep" was familiar to most officers -- the Training Academy 

has emphasized this language and authority -- its purposes and contours l.,ere 

unclear. 

The videotape questionnaires and subsequent discussions clearly indicated 

a need for protective s~Y'eep authority and substantial confusion about its 

legitimacy and scope. To meet the need, a separate guideline was prepared 

which spells out an officer's authority to undertake a protective 8tveep in 

the absence of a search warrant and to frisk and detain persons found on the 

premises. Xt also urges that search 'tvarrants be obtained in all situations but 

those where the plain view doctrine clearly applies. 

B. Examples from Draft Guidelines 

After ~Y'ork on the initial three sets of guidelines was completed and 

approved by the task force, preliminary ~vork was begun on other matters, SOTIe 

of tY'hich ~vere covered by the ASU Model Rules and some of ~.,hich Here not. 

Draft guidelines on stop and frisk, eyewitness identification, and arrest were 
1 

to be developed before the end of the initial project period. Vor drug enforce-

ment priorities and responses of tIle department to the exclusionary rule, 
2 

preliminary research "Tas completed) and initial memoranda prepared. 

lThey are included in the appendix, but are preliminary, not having yet 
yet been approved either by project staff or by the task force. 

2 This draft Hork is also included in the appendix. 



1. Eyewitness Identification 

a. Prompt Stationhouse Id~ntifications 

A prompt confrontation betHeen an arrested suspect and and eye~>litness 

to a recent crime is an accepted r I)lice investigatory technique incorporated 

hy the drafters of the Arizona State University Hodel Rules. Existing 

Boston Police Department records do not indicate the extent to V7hich the 

bringback is utilized loca11 y. Neetin~s ~rith selected task force nembers 

revealed, hmvever, that it is a frequently employed identification procedure 

but there are circumstances in which conducting a bringback, while legally 

permissible) is impractical. 

Task force membe.rs 't'1Bnted to develop an alternative procedure to be 

used 'tv-hen a bringback "'vould pose a substantial risk of da..lger to the officer 

or witness or "Then the ~vitness is only 'trl.lling to view' the suspect in the 

security of the station. This neE'd was alao expressed during intervie~v-s 

'tvith detective-sergeants who had responded to a questionnaire probing 

current practices and problems witll eyewitness identification procedures. 

N;mv felt that if a suspect Here apprehended ,,,:i.thin a reasonable ped.od of 

tDue after the crime, a police officer should neither be precluded from 

conducting an immediate identification, nor required to arrange a formal line

up. A prompt identification procedure at the station 'tiTas suggested as an 

alternative to a bringback in spec:tfied situations. 

ASU Rule 202 suggests that the officers conduct prompt confrontations 

bet,,,een an eyewitness and ar"'''sted suspect II ••• at any appropriate place." The 

rule contains no considerations '''hich the officer might use to determine an 

"appropriate II location. The commentary suggests hmvever, that appropriate 

places are confined to street or on-the-scene locations. Under the ASU scheme 

therefore) 11 formnl lineup would appear to be the only available alternative 

if a bringhack were not feasible. But the complexities of arranging a lineup 

could result in unnecessaril/ prolonged detention of an innocent suspect and 

the loss of valuable time needed to pursue the actual perpetrator. 
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To determine ,.,hether the need expressed by super.tor officers was perceived 

by line officers, the issue was raised at a series of meetings at the Academy 

with a group of detectives and patrol officers from a dovmtown police district. 

The officers viewed a situational video shm..rlne a suspect arrested less thnn 

one hour after a reported rape. The officers ~vere then asketl to assume that 

the victim was unwilling to vie~., the suspect at her 10catiofi., "ot~t ~'lUS willing 

to come to (\:11e station. Responses to questions showed that more than half 

would have brought the victim to the station. There 1-ms widespread uncertainty, 

hmvever, about the admissibility of identificat:.on evidence obtained from a 

stationhouse identification procedure other than a formal lineup. Several 

officers said that courts look more carefully at investigatory act:tvit:y 

occurring within n police facility. 

Hassachus~:tts appellate decisions revealed that eyewitness 'identification 

evidence derived from procedures other than lineups conducted in a police 

facility was invariably suppressed at trial or condemned on appeal as Htlgr,est1.ve. 

In no decision, hmvever, ,·ras there any indication that: such , proc.edut:'c is, 

by its very nature, suggestive. The defect in each case was the manner rather 

than the. location in which the procedure was conducted. mmt appeared to have 

led the courts to determine that a ;.'lrocedure mlS "lmpermisf'libly SuggEc.stive" 

was conducting the procedure long after the commissioll of the crime; or singling 

out the suspect by shmvin~ him alone, among untformed poli.ce officers) or 

among persons physically dissir.tilar; or giving th~ witne~s instructi~ns lvhich 

strongly suggested that the officer believed that the person being vimved 

was guilty. 

So the draft guideli.."e authorizing prompt stationhouse identificatio!'ls 

is narrmvly drawn to respond both to the investLr,atory needs of police 

officers and to the judici<J.l concern ",ith the fairness of the, procedure 

and re.liability of ·the evidence derived fJ:'Ol'1 it. It defines the limited 

circumstances in 'which the procedure is petT.1issible, and instructs the 



officer to conduct the procedure in a manner which avoids singling out 

the suspect. 

b. Lineups 

A survey of the literature on eye~Yitness identification procedures 

disclosed a strong preference for conducting lineups ",hen attempting to 

obtain an identification of an in-:ustody suspect. This preference is 
1 

reflected in the Arizona State University Model Rules. It initially 

appeared reasonable to incorporate this preference in the guidelines on 

eyewitness identification. Extensive field research was undertaken to 

deternine hm .. and when lineups \V'ere being conducted, and the problems with 

using this procedure. 
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Informal intervie~ys conducted during ride-alongs with detectives indicated 

that lineups were infrequently held, and th..: t few detectives 'tyere familiar 

with lineup procedures. A questionnaire, focusing on lineups, was developed 

by Center staff and Academy personnel, and administrered to all detective-

sergeants in the department. Information obtained from the questionnaires 

echoed the concerns of task force members about the mechanical difficulties 

of arranging lineups. Difficulty in recruiting and paying suitable stand-ines 

and absence of an adequate lineup facility were obstacles repeatedly mentioned. 

In addition, b"-:;ause defendants in custody follov;;ing arraignment are detained 

in a facility operated by the CC'tnty sheriff's department, jud.sdictiona1 

considerations 'tyere seen as a further obstacle to lineups. 

Equally significant in explaining the limited use of lineups was the 

widely held belief that use of photographs rather than lineups to obtain 

identifications of in-custody suspects has not in itself caused the exclusion 

of identification evidence at trial. The department legal advisor agreed 'tvith 

this assessment. In fact, no case was recalled in ,,}hich defense counsel even 

lThe cO!'Jl11entary to Rule 301 cites Hall, Eyetrltness Identification 
in Criminal Ca~~~, tc ~upport the proposition that a lineup is a 
more accurate technique than a photographic procedl'-::~. 



challenged the admission of an identification of a suspect in-custody sfuply 

because it ~.,as obtained from photographs. Judil'ial receptivity to properly 

conducted pholJgraphic identification procedures appeared to be supported by 

the data gathered from a questionnaire distributed to the assistant district 

attorneys in the Suffolk County District Attorney's office. According to 

the responses of the 30 out of 100 assistant district attorneys v7ho filled 

out the questionnaire, there were no successful challenges to the admission 

of identification evidence because it was nerived from a photographic procedure 

even though conducting a lineup had been feasible. Analysis of Massachusetts 

appellate decisions further supported the view that there is no judicial 

preference for lineups in this jurisdiction. In only one case did the defense 

argue that the use of a photographic identification procedure vias unnecessarily 

suggestive because the defendant ,-laS in custody and available for a lineup; 

and the court decisively rejected the argument. 

For all these reasons during the year ending April 1, 1976, no more 
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thaL\ 25 line-ups had been held by the Department. And to have written guidelines 

with a preference for them would have ignored both judicial realities and the 

preferences of Boston police officers. The draft guidelines on eyewitness identi

fication, therefore, do not contain a general preference for lineups. They 

do, however, encourage the use of lineups whenever feasible and contain detailed 

instructions for the preparation and conduct. In addition, because of the 

frequent use of photographs for identification purposes, the guidelines contain 

extensive material to assist officers in conducting fair and non-sugp;estive 

photo procedures. 

2. Arrest 

a. Preference for Harrants 

The ASU Nadel Rules do not cover arrest. It is, h01.;rever, covered by 

the ALI Code of Prearraignment Procedure and the Uniform Rules of Criminal 

Procedure. They suggest that .warrants should be obtained ",<.,hen there is 



su~ficient time before an arrest is made in felony cases. In United States 
1 

y_~l·l3._tlloIl' the Supreme Court held that a warrantless arrest made with probable 

..:ause to believe a felony has been committed is valid even if there Has &":Iple 

time to get a warrant. This decision is generally consistent with earlier 

cases. Drawing from our experience ~-1ith officers' general hesitancy about the 

search warrant process, project staff assumed that the department would be 

opposed to indicating any preference for arrest warrants in thG arrest guide-

lines. 

This issue 1;V'aS raised during three separate in-service training session.s 
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with detectives and patrol officers from District 1. To the surprise of project 

staff, thc>re ,,,as near consensus that it is advantageous to get arrest warrants 

'-1henever possible, and further that it is a relatively common and uncomplicated 

procedtln~. The primary reason is that if officers in another district of 

the City (or in another jurisdiction) must be asked to make the arrest, those 

officers ,viII not act without a warrant. In addition, sorr'e officers indicated 

that when a victim's testimony is essential to a case, there is value in 

involving the victim in obtaining a ,(-1arrant. They said the victim is then 

more likely to appear in court when the trial is scheduled. 

For these reasons, the initial draft of the arrest guidelines urges 

that officers seeking a compla:J'nt obtain an arrest warrant whenever there 

is an opportunity to do so. 

r . Selective Use of the Arrest Pm-1er 

Tm"ard the end of this phase of the proj ect, exploratory effor ts were 

made to determine tIle feasibility of developing guidelines on selective use 

of the arrest power 1;vhen probable cause to arrest exists. The issue of 

selective enforc'3ment is n sensitive one, and very little developmental work 

has been on it. This area was not covered by the ASU Hodel Rules or the ALI 

Code of Prearraignment Procedure. 

1 U.S_(1976) 



To begin exploration, fifteen sergeants were brought to the Academy. 

They were shown a videotape and given hypotheticals about the apparent 

commission of certain offenses (e.g., smoking marijuana, minor assaultive 

behavior between spouses or neighbors, certain l~affic offenses, disturbing 

the pease or drinking, violations by juveniles). Discussion then focused 

on the kinds of selective enforcement which are used, whether certain informal 

criteria are used in deciding whether to make an arrest in a given situation, 

and whether or not it would be useful to develop guidelines on the selective 

use of the arrest power. 

'.The officers .acknowledged that arrests are often not: made when they could 

be. In fact, fo~ ~nor offenses, like possession of marijuana~ arrests are 

rarely made unless there are other reasons for doing so, like suspicion that 

the'person is involved in more serious criminal activity, or is belligerent 
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to the officer, or that an arrest is necessary to clear a troublesome or 

threatening situation. Some officers felt that leniency is particularly 

appropriate with juveniles. Others generally agreed with that View, but 

expressed concern about showing lenience for driving offenses which might 

jeopardize lives or for automobile th~ft or joy riding (given the high incidence 

of auto theft in Massachusetts). 

In general, the sergeants saw value in establishing guidelines for selective 

enforcement. There was some concern that the guidelines not be so detailed as 

to in terfere with the flexibili ty or commonsense of a police officer. So, 

preliminary guidelin.es on the decision to arrest were drafted, and will be used 

to begin a more extensive research effort on the decision to arrest and the 

al ternatives to arrest which may be available. 

3. Stop and Frisk 

a. Length of Detention 

In developing these guidelines, police officers were asked whether there 

should be an explicitly defined length of detention. The Arizona State University 
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Stop and Frisk Hodel Rule 301 on "Duration of a Stop" states that a detention 

should be "for a reasonable period not to exceed 20 minutes." Its commentary 

draws support for this time limi t from the Hodel Code of Pre-Arraignment Procedure 

and the Cambridge, Massachusetts Policy Manual. 

To determine whether or not an explicit time period would be a help or a 

hinderance, we presented the problem first to the task force. Those officers 

felt that the potential for rigidity in a time limit -- that officers might 

see it as permitting stops to go too long or as requiring release of some 

detainees too quickly -- probably outweighed the benefits of a rule-of-thumb. 

But the task force agreed that this was an issue to be presented to street 

officE~rs for guidance. 

At the Academy, each group of officers was shown two videotapes tha t 

raised the question. In one, a person generally resembling a rape suspect was 

stoppled. The suspect produced identification, but then refused to answer further 

quest:lons wHh specificity, and finally simply stated that he was leaving. In 

the second videotape, a person again vaguely fitting the description of a robbery 

suspect was stopped. dfter an extended and unresponsive conversation, he started 

to walk away. One question from both films was whether the suspect could be 

detained forcibly for further identification and for how long, particularly, 

if the victim were coming to the scene. From these films, additional hypothetical 

situations were proposed both by Center attorneys and the task force members 

present and by the officers themselves. The officers were asked specifically 

whether they would prefer that the guidelines give exact time limi.ts for 

detentions. 

The initial response by the officers was that such a time limit would be 

quite helpful. However, as discussions progressed, our initial concerns about 

rigidity became reinforced. Eventually, the officers agreed that the best course 

was to spell out factors that would warrant detentions beyond a few minutes. 
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The discussions also revealed that there would likely be significant 

confusion between the time of detention during stops and the permissible 

time during which a bringback could be made for an eyewitness identification. 

(Current Boston Police Department policy established a two-hour time limit, 

beginning with the commission of the crime, in which an arrestee can be 

brought back to the victim for identification.) Finally, further discussions 

with police officers during ride-alongs confirmed the view that it was best 

not to establish a particular time limit for detentions. 

As a result, the guideline on Duration and Location of Stops indicates 

that most stops will last only a few minutes and that "the longer the detentionp 

the more justification you must have." It is anticipated that the examples will 

further define appropriate times and means of analyzing reasonableness of 

detentions. 

b. Reasonable Stops 

Because judicial decisions on stop and frisk take a case-by-case approach, 

it is extraordinarily difficult to devise easily applicable formulae fOlr officers 

to apply. Major decisions do indicate that there is a parallel notion to 

reasonableness; that is the concept of necessity. Necessity is not articulated 

as a central factor in the ASU Hodel Rules. The ALI Model Code of Pre-,Arraignment 

Procedure limits stops to those crimes "involving danger of forcible injury to 

persons or of appropria tion of or damage to property," thereby eliminating;. the 
" 

stop power in victimless crimes. It adds the proviso that "such action [be] 

reasonably necessary." (Section 110.1) Because neither the ASU nor the ALI 

approach seemed to respond to the problems of over-use of the stop power and 

police need to stop certain suspects, efforts to reach a mediating approach 
. 

were undertaken. 

The not:lon of necessity was first raised with the task force. They reviewed 

their experiences and their advice to the officers they supervise. They soon 

agreed that unless there is an actual need to hold someone or to frisk Cl suspect, 
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there is no need to exercise the stop power. Either a voluntary approach 

or alternative police investigatory procedures should be used. Thus, necessity 

would be a crucial factor to include. This viewpoint was buttressed to some 

extent during the Academy session, and more directly during ride-along 

conversations. The result was that necessity became a factor equal to 

reasonable suspicion, and a formula arose: Reasonable suspicion plus necessity. 

The guidelines then were written to set out the formula first in a brief 

statement, followed by two subsidiary sections defining reasonable suspicion 

and necessity. 
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IV. Determining 1vhether Guidelines Structure Discretion: Evaluation Strategies 

A. Introduction 

One of the persistent themes of a decade of social programs has been the 

importance of evaluation. In a hundred different federally supported progra~s 

from housing to education to drug control, many organizations have attempted to 

measure the effects of ameliorative efforts. 1 It is not easy to do so. Social 

phenomena do not lend themselves to good research design; they will not stop 

changing long enough to allow measurement; it is difficult to control one 

aspect of the organization when other changes keep impinging; evaluation models 

and tools are not yet rigorously developed or tested. 

Police improvement efforts have been one object of evaluativ~ research, 

and certainly police departments are one of the most difficult agencies to evaluate. 

The purposes of policing are compl.ex, conflic ting, and obscure. People cannot 

agree about what is impolctant or what constitutes good performance -- ~.,ith the 

exception of simple objectives like more arrests or lower rates of reported 

crimes. For another thiI1lg p 

••• maintaining e:xperimental conditions cannot be permitted 
co interfere with police responsibility for life and property. 
For another, evaluation of an experiment by outside investi
gators can be threatening to police administrators. In 
addition, police personnel are not oriented to research. Too 
often, police supervisors and officers are so busy with complex, 
ever changing, d,ay-to-day problems that they do not devote time 
to aid in experimental efforts. 2 

But even if police commanders are committed to evalua tion -- as, in the case of 

this project, they were _.- evaluation is difficult. One reason is that it is very 

hard to find usable data E~ven in those few areas in which data are kept. Police 

departments keep records for their own purposes, not for those of researchers; and, 

Jsee,for example, GlasE!r, David, Routinizing Evaluation: Getting Feedback on 
Wec tiveness of Crime: and Delinquency Programs (1973). 

1<elling, George et aI, The Kansas Ci ty Preven tive Pa trol Experiment: A Technical 
Report (1974) iii 
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their da ta are rarely adequa te for good re$earch. 

Of all projects imaginable it is, in some respects, most difficult to 

measure the effects of changes in police policy. But in this effort, it was 

essential. The purpose of this project has not been simply development of 

policies; there was never any doubt that the Center for Criminal Justice or, 

for that matter any other competent legal research organization -- could write 

policies for a police department. What has been and continues to be in doubt 

is whether anybody, however competent, can write policy which is used by police 

officers on the streets. This has been a principal purpose of our projec t: 

To formulate and test an eJcperimental evaluation design to see if it can measure 

change..q in police perceptions and practices as a result of nevI police policy. 
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lbe Center's evaluation design first contemplated heavy reliance on 

Department data like incident reports and booking sheets. But the staff found 

that those records did not contain adequate information about the nature, scope, 

and outcome of investigative procedures like stop and frisk. And without maki.ng 

significant changes in the reporting system of the Department, those data would 

not have been available after the project began. And even if the reporting 

system was changed -- a very difficult change to make -- the data it produced 

,V'ould be limited to how often things happened, not the way in which they happened. 

So first the Center C"Jnsidered designing a supplemental form on which oHicers 

would be asked to record in great detail their decisions and behaviors after 

relevant incidents. That method was rejected for two reasons. There was little 

reason to believe, at the early stages of the projec t, that officers would have 

enough stake in the project to accept this extra burden. And second, the burden 

would have been considerable; the form would have required a great deal of work. 

Evaluators then considered observations made in the field by trained people 

riding with detectives. This too was rejected -- partially because at that stage 
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it was believed that observers would not be accepted; but also because the 

incidents of interest occur so rarely that observer - collected data would 

have consumed a great deal of time and and would have been very expensive. 

Observation was, however, retained as a way of validating data collected 

from the officers themselves. 

The Center then experimented with hypotheticnls. Written fact situations 

were distributed to a group of patrol officers.who 'tolere asked to discuss ho""] 

they would have responded. The hypotheticals were to be distributed at various 

stages of the project to measure cha.nges in r.esponses over time. But: the 

questionnaire completion/interview process took 1':'J/2 hours; and the officers 

were reminded by the hypotheticals of situations they had actually encouncered. 

They tended to respond to those actual situations, rather than to the hypotheticals 

constructed for the use of the project. 

Ultimately, for reasons discussed earlier in the report, the Center designed 

an experimental evaluation strategy with training.at its core; and beea'use training 

assumed such a major role both in data collection for the project and its 

evaluation, a second objective of the evaluation became measuring the impact of 

training on officers undet's tanding and use at' the new guidelines .. 

B. The Experimental Research Design for Evaluation 

With the various constraints just mentioned to other evaluation st.rategies, 

the Center selected another approach towards preliminarily testing the impact 

of guidelines on structuring discretion. This was a quasi-experimental desisn 

which allowed Center staff to introduce something like experimental design into 

our scheduling of data collection procedures (e.g., the when and to whom of 

measurement), while acknowledging less than the full control over the scheduling 

of external stimuli. 1 The experimental evaluation design '''hich was tested l<lnl 

now be described. 

IFor a more detailed discussion, see Campbell and Stanley, Experimental and 
Quasi-Experimen.tal Designs for Research, (1963). 

----.-~---------------------
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Half of the officers from each of the four experimental units (Dis tric ts 

2 and 4, Vice and Drug Control) attended In-service I ~here they were exposed 

to the original videotaped situations alnd ans~ered the questionnaires. Following 

the first in-service training session, three groups were designated. Experimental 

group A was composed of half of the detec tlves from Dis tric t 2 and DCU; they 

attended a second in-service training session and for a two month period~ worked 

under the new guidelines. Experimental group B, composed of the remaining detectives 

from District 2 and DCU did ~ attend the second in-service training session and 

during the experimental period, also worked under the n~w guidelines. Finally, 

a control group composed of detectives from Vice and District 4, neither attended 

the second in-service training session nor worked under the new guidelines during 

the e,:perimental period. 

Allocating the officers in this fashion enabled the Center to establish a 

quasi"experimental evaluation design testing the various effects of a sequence 

of experimental treatments. These treatments, and the groups subject to these 

conditions, are as follows: 

Participation in 
In-service Training II 

No Participation in 
In-service Training II 

Voluntary Adoption 
of N.ew Guidelines 

Experimental Group A 

Experimental Group B i 

No Adop tion of 
New Guidelines 

Control Group 

The evaluation design called for the relative effectiveness of these treatment 

sequences to be measured by comparing the results of the questionnaire administered 

during the In-service I with the results of a repeat administration during the 

course of a third in-service training session (In-service III). 

A second in-service training session (In-service II) was timed to coincide 

with the voluntary adoption of the new guidelines by Drug Control and District 2. 
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In--service II offered trainin:-; in the content and rationale of the nm, guidel1nns 

to experimental Br:ollp A, thus permittin~~ the Center to evaluate the irlpact of 

training on the officers I understanding of and compliance i-li.th the ne~'1 gtlide11l1(~B. 

These materials ~yere presented to the officers through tradit:tonnl. clnHsroOl'l 

lectures supplemented \-lith a series of videotaped examples. The Videotapes used 

in the socond in-service training session ,lere not the same as those used in 

In-service I because the Center did not want to usc the videotapes used for 

evaluation to illustrate guideline applicabilitiy. Instead, a second series of 

tapes ,.,ere prepared, complimenting th.ose developed by Center staff for In-service I. 

In-service II ,.,as a day-long session presented jointly by Center staff and members 

of the task force. Approximately half the detectives from the Drug Control and 

District 2 attended. 

Follm.,ing Itt-service II, the ~uidelines were distributed to all detectives 

in District 2 and Drug Control. In this '(yay, Experimental Groups A and 13 ~.;rere 

nmv operating under the nm.;r guidelines, but only Expm:imental Group A had received 

special training in tl1.eir content. Follo,\y-up sessions ~ approximately one 'tyeeI< 

after the distribution of guidelines) ,-Tere held for individuals in Experimental 

Group A to clarify any questions ~Yhich may have remaiM!d. 

District 2 and Dru:3 Control detectives ~yorked wIth the guidelines for 

approximatly two months. As a final step in the evalunti~n design, at the end 

of this experimental period all officers in both the ex.perimental group and the 

control group were brought back to the Training Academy for a third and final 

in-service training session. At In-service III officerG vie~.,ed the same videotapes 

as uere presented during In-service I. As half of the officers in e<1,::h of the 

test groups ~.,ere exposed to this post-test Measure for the first time, it is 

possible to control for the interactive effect expected from vim"ing the same 

videotapes tw'lce. 



C. Eva1~~tion Results 

Aru1ysis of questions asked in response to a video situation is a good 

way to explore matters like the circumstances under ~-lhich officers \vou1d seek 

a search warrant. Examining responses to single question items, hO~-lever, is of 

limited value because it does not shed light on thp relationships among issues. 

For example, one might want to mow to what t~xtent officers would search an office, 

but not the desk drawer or thl) s2cretary's office. If th~:: relationshi!?s bi?t .. een 

those specific beliefn c(,ulcJ he revealed, one ~yr',Uld 'il!~'!E' a l!10re corrprehensive 

and precise unders tanding of oific:ers' 0'1eral1 n~spous~~ to situations, and a 

richer image of criminal inv8!:ltiga tll1'e procedures. 

Not knowing the relationship among que8tions severely limits the intern.a1 

validity of the questionnaire. For example, if a sign:tficant change is observed 

in response to "Would you ask permission to search a vehicle," it is not clear 

whethet· officers are more willing to search without a warrant, or were willing 

to get a warrant to search. The m~ning of that change can be drawn only from 

a group of questions which make officer attitude more precise. 

To identify off icerR' pa tterns of response, a conunon fae tor analysis '-las 

nude of the questionnaire responses to Gle1va of the 15 video situations. (Factor 

analysis is a method of examining the relationships among n set of questions.) 

For example» in the fLrst video situation, there was a strong relationship 

between the questions: "Would you get a search 't-larranl:?11 and "Would you search 

Oakes' office?1I From the twelve video situations, 30 distinct patterns of response 

were identified. 
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TABLE 1 

Fac tor Pa tterns. Fr01!!.~e::,_Y..i...deotape Questionn~ire._ 

1. Scene 1a - ~.!:: tvilliam Oakes - S tolen Good~(questions 1-6) 

Patterns Identified 

a. Search bo th Oakes' and thn secre tary' s offices 
b. Ask the secretary to leav~ 

*c. Not search the desk drawer and get a search warrant 

2. Scene 1b - Arrest and Search Warrant -:.tiilliam Oakes (questions 12-17) 
" 

Pattern Identified 

a. Detain visitor, detain visitor for questioning, search visitor's briefcase 

3. Scene 2 - ~rcotics Suspect (questions 18-31) 

Patterns Identified 

*a. Get an arrest warrant for the girl and an arrest 
warrant for Ziggy and not proceed directly to the 1600 Block 

b. Follow girl into apartment and not wait at the door 
c. Arrest the girl 
d. Search room into which the girl fled 

4. Scene 2£1 - pther rooms, Other people (question9 32-36) 

Patterns Identified 

a. Detaln and frisk people from the other~room 
b. Not arrest people from other room (Note: the highest factor loading 

on this pattern was .41 Arrest People from Other Room) 

5. Scene 3 Bradford Hotel (questions 37-43) 

Patterns Identified 

*£1. Not restrict search to room mentioned on warrant, open door to see 
whats behind it, and enter the next room 

b. Get s(~rch warrant for other room 
c. Ask the manager to stay at door (highest factor loading .51) 

6. Sc(me 3a - Suitcase on fire escape (ques tions 44-48) 

Patterns Identified 

a. Not leave suitcase on fire escape alone, search it 
b. Not get a search warrant for the next room, search room 11609 immediately 

* Indicates patterns which demonstrate significant change. 
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Table 1 (con tinued) 

7. Scene 4 - House search - with warrant (questions 49-55) 

Patterns Identified 

a. Look through the letters, use the letters to support an affidavit. 
for another arrest warrant, use the letters to support an arrest, 
seize the white powder 

b. Enter the house though no one home, not wait before entering 

8. Scene 5a - Armed Robbery, Driver Arrested and Frisked (questions 56-76) 
Scene 5b - Hit and Run Personal 

Patterns Identified 

a. Force lock of the trunk without gettin a search warrant 
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*b. Search the inside of the hit aud run car without the driver's permission 
c. Ask arrested armed robbery driver for keys and take the kp.ys if he 

won~t give them to you. 
d. Not leave the car at the scene of the hit and run arrest, seize it 

9. Scene 6b - Variation on Locked Car - ~hie Complains (questions 98-105) 

Patterns Identified 

a. Not open car door but return to house and ask husband abnut the rifle 
b. Take no action 
co Ask wife consent to search the car, ask wife' to search the car 

10. Scene 7a - Car Searr.h - Informant (questions 106-111) 

Patterns Identified 

a. rut woman in car 
b. Get a search warrant 
c. Investigate to find other witnesses 

11. 5,cene 7b - Car Search - At the gas station (questions 112-116) 

Patterns Identified 

Get a search warrant, request backup to guard car while getting 
search warrant 

b. Search car with or without the permission of the gas station attendant 

12. Scene 7c - Car Search - Rope (questions 123-127) 

a. Untie rope securing trunk, you have probable cause to make search 
b. Shine flashlight into trunk, stick hand into trunk 

*Indicatp;s pdtterns which demonstrated significant change. 



Table 1 exhibits the thirty factor patterns revealed by the factor 

analysis of the videotape situations. Of these thirty, ten are responses 

to situations addressed most directly by the guidelines. "Searching both 
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Oakes' and the secretary's offices" and !1~~ot searching the desk drawer" and 

"Getting a search warrant" are procedures covered by Guideline 301, Searches 

Incident to Arrest. The officers were told in both the guideline::; and the second 

in-service training session that it is pemissib1e to search only within the 

~ediate reach of the suspect incident to arrest. Guidelines 302 and 303, also 

dealing ,nth procedures to fo11m., during an arrest, explain protective searches 

of other persons during an arrest. These guidelines ,.,ould a11m., the officers, 

under certain circumstances, to detain the visitor in Oakes' office and to frisk 

his person, but not to search the visitor's briefcase. "Detaining and Frisking 

People from the O~her Room", the first factor p~ttern in scene 2a (see Table 1) 

is covered by Guidelines 302 and 303, Freezing the Scene and Protective Sileep 

of the Premises. Under the guidelines, it would have been permissible for the 

officers to "detain and frisk the people from the other room." Guidelines 

dealing 'with Notor Vehicle Search Incident to Arrest and those (lea1ing ,vith 

p"'obable cause to search a motor vehicle ,.,ou1d al1mv officers to "Search portions 

of the inside of the vehicle stopped for hit and run" ,.,ithout asking the 

permission of the arrested driver (factor pattern b in scene 5b, see table 1) 

Guideline sections dealing pith Probable Cause to Search a Hotor Vehicle a:1d 

,lith Locked Vehicles sug~est that in Scne 6::' the officers may renove a rifle 

observed in a car parked in a driveHay follmling a domestic. dispute. These 

same sections of the guidelines, h0':7.:!ver, reconnend that the officers get a \Tarrant 

to search the car stlspectcn of havin:; guns in the trunk. (Scne 7b factor ~attern b, 

see table 1.) In the variation of that sce:1e ,.,hen the car may be moved inninently 

(scene 7b factor pattern b, see table 1), it v70u1d be permissible for the officers 

to "shine a flashlight into the trunk" or to IIStick their hand into the trunk" 

according to the guidelines dea1in8 ,nth probable cause to search a 



motor vehicle (factor pattern b). In the scene "ivhere the officers have an 

arrest warrant for Oakes and a search "arrant for his office (scene lb) 

Guideline 217 applies. This guideline suggests that the officers may frisk 

the visitor if he looks suspicious, and detain him briefly for questioning. 

Guideline 211+ applies to the scene at the Bradford Hotel (scene 3, pattern a) 

in which the officers hnve a search warrant for one room but may wish to search 

an adjoining room. In this instance, the guideline suggests that the officers 

should get a warrant to conduct a thorough search of the next room. The same 

guideline applies to a variation of that scene (scene 3a, pattern b) Hhere a 

suitcase is found on a fire escape cor:rmon to all rooms; again, officers should 

seek a search \'i'arrant for the adj oining roon. Guidelines 210 and 212 apply to 

scene l~, pattern b in \vhich officers have a warrant to search a private home. 

In this instance, the guidelines suggest that the officers should ,·mit outside 

tllE~ house long enough to be admitted and enter the house ,.;rith no one home only 

if it is determined that a ,,,aste of the department's resources to return at 

another time. 

D. Summary of Evaluation Findings and Implications 

Of the thirty procedural patterns identified in the t~7elve videotape 

situations factor analyzed, ten are situations addressed most directly by the 

guidelines. Four of these were " s ignificantlyll affected by the in-service 

training session run .Jy the Center staff, and one "t\1as significantly affected 
1 

by officers seeing the video t,,,ice. 

Initially, some assessment must be nade as to ~Yhy the guidelines and the 

training related to then :1d not affect responses more broadly. After talking 

to a number of officers 't-Tho were exposed to either the guidelines alone or to 

both the guidelines and training, and after staff review of the approaches 
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used, certalr. conclusions can be drawn. First, too nuch naterial ~'71lS covered at OTle 

1 For a lUore detailed discussion of these results, see the Technical Appendix. 
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time both in the guidelines and during training -- the guidelines covered 

three complex areas and v7ere over 100 pages long; the training during in-service II 

w'as a full day long and simply covered too much ground too quickly. Second, there 

~vas insufficient follmv-up with the officers after in-service II to discuss the 

guidelines in a less structural setting -- there ~vere only three follow-up sessions 

with District 2 and one ~vith the Drug Control Unit. These sessions \Vere valuable; 

but only a limited number of issues \Vere covered during them and there was no 

further training. Finally, guidelines and. training may not have affected responses 

more broadly because prosecutors and judges were not informed of the f,uidelines at 

this stage of the project, so that their actions in court could. not yet be used 

to reinforce the importance of the guidelines. 

As noted above, ten of the thirty factor patterns are responses to situations 

addressed most directly by the guideline and four of the ten were "significantly" 

affected by in-service training, three affirmatively or neutrally and one 

negatively. These ~vere: 

--In the situation dealins Hith a dru~ tranaction described by em 

informant, the tendency to~yards not proceeding directly to the 
prescribed apartl,:ent and getting arrest warr 
r:rescribed apartr.lent and getting arrest warrants for l)oth the 

suspects me" tioned by the infornant ':7as significantly less pre-

valent among the officers who attended the in-service training sessio_ll' 

The training and guidelines indicated that corroboration of the 

informant's statements ,vas needed before sufficient probable cause 

existed to obtain ,varrants. rhus, the pattern of responses \1hich 

called for proceeding to look for the suspects Has consistent Hith 

the training and guidelines. 

--The response pattern tenciing towards searchinr; the inside of a 

car stopped for armed. robb~ry after the driver is arrested and 

frisked is consistent with the guidelines and the points covered in 

the second in-service training session. The response pattern ivas 

significantly more prevalent anons the officers who had attended_ 



the second in-service training session. This response to the 

situation is generally consistent with training and guidelines 

but is not necessarily the preferred method for handling this 

specific situation. 

-- In the situation involving executing a search warrant for 

a hotel room with the occupant absent, the tendency to\~rds 

searching the adjacent room (not mentioned in the original 

warrant) without obtaining an additional warrant ~~s more 

prevalent among the officers who attended the second in-service 

training session. This response to the situation is directly 

contIary both to the guidelines and to the points covered in 

the second in-service training session. 
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It is difficult to generalize from these findings~ but certain conclusions 

seem in order. First, the responses which were significantly affected by in-service 

training, were for the most part, in those areas which received a disproportionate 

amount of attention in formal in-service training or in follow-up sessions. This 

is particularly true of the drug transaction and car search situations, and it 

certainly supports the notion that effective training is a critical component in 

a policymaking process. 

Why one response changed contrary to the guidelines is harder to explain. 

A possible explanation, however, is that both in-service training and the 

guidelines stressed greate~ freedom under the law in executing searches and 

seizures, than officers had been aware existed. In some instances, where officers' 

responses were affected, the change was consistent with this message. Even when 

officers were provided with detailed guidelines outlining the limi.tations of 

police discretion, the effect of training was not always related to an understanding 

of these limitations. 



For example, whether to search a room adjacent to one named in a search 

w~rrant was discussed at length. Both training and the guidelines stressed 

that the second room could be searched only if there is probable cause to 

believe that the occupants regard the two rooms as one single area. .' '"as 
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also emphasized that it is always safer to get an additional warrant for the 

adjacent room. Yet, when the same problem was presented in videotape, officers 

showed more willingness to search the adjacent room 'tvithout seeking an additional 

warrant. They appear to have responded to the implied greater freedom to search, 

ignoring the recommendation that additional warrants always be sought. 

The scope and intensity of searches incident to arrest were also discussed 

at length, particularly of areas where the arrestee has a reasonable expectation 

of privacy (like an office desk). Officers were told that they could search 

any place or object which the suspect is able to reach at the moment of arrest. 

It was specified that "moment of arrest" means that short period of time during 

which the officers are securing control over the arrestee. To search beyond 

this limited space, guidelines and training stressed, a search warrant is required. 

Hhen presented wi th this problem in a video sequence, the control group was 

more likely than the experimental group to refrain from searching the desk drawer 

and getting a search warrant. Again, the officers appear to have responded to 

the greater freedom implied by the guidelines than to the limitations the law 

places on their discretion. 

While all this suggests that perhaps a little knmvledge is a dangerous thing, 

the little change which occurred suggests that officers were presented with too 

much information at one time, and had difficulty in assimilating more than the 

superficial points. Indeed, at the conclusion of the second in-service training 

session, several of the officers informally commente:d that the amount of information 

pres en ted was too muc h. to learn in a shor t period. They sugges ted tha t the 

material be broken into more managable units, and covered in a series of one hour 

sessions. A similar recommendation was made about the printed guidelines and 



recommendations. The evaluation supports those recommendations. 

There is an alternative hypothesis: That changes in .the officers are 

due to greater candor; but this is not supported by the data. If the officers 

were being more candid ~s a result of contact with the Center staff during 
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the third in-service training session, the effects of In-service I \o7ould have been 

more prominent in the final analysis of variance ~.;rhere the effect vTas 

tes ted. 

E. Future Evaluation Strategies 

1. Greater Separation of Input and Evaluation 

In the course of this project the Center used the results of the video 

questionnaire both for officer input and for evaluation. Concern has been 

expressed about whether the video questionnaire can adequately fulfill both 

functions simultaneously. 

The Video Questionnaire As A Source for Officer Input. Because the officers 

themselves often are not aware of how they will react to a situation un til 

confronted with it, the video questionnaire can provide a richer i~age of how 

officers might react to a series of situations than can open-ended interviews. 

When it is not possible to observe the officers' procedures firsthand in the 

field, or when it is necessary to compare the reactions of different officers 

to the same situation, the video questionnaire can provide a cost-effective 

and relatively efficient m~ins of obtaining this information. As discussed 

previously, the Center experimented with written questionnaires where the fact 

situations were read to the 6fficers and they were asked a series of questions on 

how they would react to the situation described. This technique proved to be a 

less satisfactory method of obtaining officer input than the video questionnaire 

for several reasons. First, the officers tended to interpret the described 

situations in terms of their previous experiences. Often times, even before 

the Center staff had finished reading the fact situation to the officers, they 

would comment that it sounded just lik~ a particular situation that they had 



been confronted ~vi th in the past. They ·-;.;ould rc.cnll the previous experience 1 

amI all subsequent questJ.ons regarding what they would do in the situation 

described by the fact situations Here ans\·,ercd in terns of what they he.d done 

in the past on that particular occasion. This raises the very serious 

problem of validity. Even though the officers may have been read the same 

fact situation) they were all responding to different fact situations. This 

makes comparing the responses of the officer to the intervie~.,s exceed.ingly 

difficult. This problem ~.;as not encountered ~vith the video questionnaires. 

A second problem with the previous technique ",as boredom. This problem 
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was not encountered with the video questionnaire which seemed to hold the officers' 

attention to the fact situations much more successfully than was tIl!:! case Hith 

the 'tvritten questionnaire. 

Using the video questionnaire for officer input has limitations in that 

it does not provide any infornation on why the office?rs ~,ould take ~t particular 

course of action under the circumstances. It should not se?rve as the only 

mechanism for officer input, but should be supplemented io7ith open-ended 

interviews and field observations. 

The Video Questionna..ire a~Nethod for Evaluation. Since the video question

naire provides quantative data on the officers Y reactions to a standardized series 

I)f situations the method has much to offer as an evaluation tool. HOl.,ever) if the 

video questionnaire is also used aS~la vehicle for obtaining officer input, there 

1.s some risk that responses on the second post-test administration of the question

naire might be affected by the? open-ended intervie~v during the first administration. 

All analysis of variance of the results of the second administration of the question

nc:Lire during the third in-service trainin3 session did not indicate that this llaS 

a significant effect. Officers Hho attended In-service T did not for the most 

part differ significantly from those ",ho had seen the videotapes duri.nr. In-Service III. 

ThE', exception to this vms the pattern of responses tCi the domestic dispute situation 

~.,here the fact situation in the videotape is sommvhat confused) and the 
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officer l1k'ly have benefited from having had the situation clarified for them 

during the first in-service training session. 

2. Building On the Factor-Analyzed Questionnaire 

In the initial fifteen months of this project, questionnaire responses to 

videotapes w'ere the primary evaluation tools. This evaluation was an exploratory 

process. The viability of the approach has been demonstrated, and '''ill be refined 

in the future. Future resul ts will be used to create hypothetical situations to 

present in questionnaire form. Responses to them should indicate the level of 

unders tanding of the guidelines; and ,.,ill be analyzed to isolate subsets of 

items which empirically cluster together. The responses to these items can then 

be combined to produce scales, which can be correlated with performance data to 

begin building indicators of actual behavior. Based upon the results of the 

analysis of the questionnaire dqta, certain important situations can be portrayed 

on videotape, and officers asked to indicate how they ,.ould deal with each 

situation. To better assess the validity of these responses, correlations be~een 

the questionnaire responses and available performanc; data can be analyzed. 

Observation schedules and self-reporting techniques can then be devised to record 

information about detectives' use of guidelines. Results of the analysis of 

questionnaires video situations can be used, in conjunction with data from police 

records and observations, to assess the impact of guidelines on police behavior. 

TIle evaluation efforts during the project's continuation phase will use these 

approaches. 

F. Assessment of Officer Response to the Guidelines and 
the Policymaking Process 

Aside from the experimental evaluation strategies which were developed and 

tested, the project wanted to obtain a less formal assessment to the guidelines 

and the policym,1king process which had been devised. It did this in rn.,my ways. 
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First, during IS-III, the officers present were divided into small work groups. 

Specific time periods were allocated to discuss the policymaking process. Along 

with the work group approach, officers were asked for candid reactions during 

ride-alongs and in other settings. Finally, feedback was obtained by task force 

members both in their capacity on the task force and in tileir role of supervisors. 

The response has been exceedingl~ favorable. The initial reaction to the 

project was a cynical one. As contact with the project grew and as its objectives 

became clearer, support expanded. Nearly all the officers we have worked with 

now understand the need for guidelines and support tileir development. Most officers 

also support the involvement of officers at all levels in the po1icymaking process. 

They also feel that the use of hypothetical problems in a training setting is an 

excellent way of getting the active involvement of the rank and file. Host officers 

also recognize the importance of observations in the field and do not object to 

ride-a10ngs if they are reldted to this project. A high percentage of officers 

feel that this proj ec t will even obtain a wider support once it becomes evident: 

that judges and prosecutors will utilize departmental guidelines in defining 

reasonable police practices. The assessment of the Commissioner, his staff, the 

task force, and the Training Academy staff is that guidelines, such as those 

already developed, (as long as th=y are closely rela ted to training and ar'~ used 

by courts and prosecutors) will become the most significant technique for 

structuring the discretion of police officers in the area of criminal investigation. 

As can be seen from this report, hmvever, much research and development remains 

to be done in the area of policymaking. Based upon the assessments which has been 

made by departmental personnel and project staff, additional work in this area should 

pay significant dividends to the law enforcement community in the years ahead. 






